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MARIS ON THE PHYSICAL MANIYISTATION OF

INTERNAL OPEN JUNCTURE IN THE MUSH OF

ROMANIANS

by Andrei Ayres

4. we will accept Ilse Lehiet's definition of inter-
nal open junctur , and we will use the tern to
mean "the boundary between two bounded sequences" Ins. Lehist
An Acoustic-Phonetic Study -0rjntermal gpen:JuNaturi." Aontica",
Supplementum ad Vol.5, 1960, ,Basel, New York, i96o, p.4S..In the
following, this ample study tb which we shall often refer -
Will be cited by indicating the author's name onl4Aieording to
Ilse Labiate, the contrast between t Iv bounded sequences
and o n e ,bounded sequence say be illustrated by miens of
the pair two lips - tubas; the terms of the pair soma Ala
praise, are ands up of two bounded sequences each, but they differ
in the p.1 a c whore the internal juncture appears
p. 39 -40). We shall tk into account a single type of juncture,
the one Mentioned in the title of this article .

Ilse Lehist, who was aiming at the discovery of "the so-
oustic cues which signal liivision of the stream of speech into
smaller self-contained units" (p.14), reached the bonclusionitat,
in most cases, the pre-junctursl and post-junotursl allophones of
the phoness of the sequences studied have specific phonetic
features (p.39)..14e_saterial she studied consisted of pairs of
words or groupi:Of words containing contrastive open juncture,
read by three subjects, who were speakers of the Midwestern type
of standard American English. The materiel was recorded on a mag-
netic, tape and was subjected to a Minute *pctographic analysis.

2. The material studied by us comprises five pairs of wads'
containing open juncture (in a single case one term of the pair
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is a unique word). This material belongs to a longer list of

words and word-groups read by three male-informants, of 20 years

of age, students at the English department of the Institute for

Foreign Languages of the -University of Bucharest; here are .some

additional data on the three informants;

I. He had studied English for c.our years in the seconder/

school, and five years, in private.(of whpioh two years were in-

tensive); he Knows Frencn'and Russian (French very well):

II. He had studied English for sev.en years ,ii the secondary'

school; he ,knows French and German end, to a Certain extent, Hun -'

gfirian.

III. He had studied English inf. siventyters in the secondary

scool; he ih8wa German and he has begun to study Danish '.at the

University. '

The following contrasted pairs were studied:

1. a name - an aim;

2. nitrate - night-rate;

, 3. why choose - white shoes;

4.. I scream 7'1ce-cream;

5. How strained - house trained;

Broad-band spectograms and continuous amplitude displays

were made of this corpus; for part of this corpus narrow-band

spectograms were also made.

For pairs 2 and 3 we bad, at our disposal the results of the

,acoustic analysis made by Ilse lehiste, which allowed acomper-

iabh between these results and the data obtained by as. The

other 3 ...p,a4rs of our material have been'coMpared tp similar

pairs of tike material fnr which the above mentioned, euihOr Pre=

sent& acoustic data. '

3. A name - qn aim. Because two'pf our informants prohoun-

ced the group an aim-lbtith d pause between the tro elements, we

measured the duraYton of this pause t'bo. The durations of the

segments mnl and [4*] were the following (in miliseconds):
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A name An aim

[n] f#]
._ n1 [#]

I 116 - 75
II 143 - go 68

III 113 - 98 75

As we may note, in the pronunciation of all the three in-
formants the initial (postjunctural) [n] was longer than the
final (prejunctural) [n] (although the difference is very
slight in the pronunciation of the third informantt 15 as).

a

a name

a n a 1 /77 X)

The intensity of [n] in name wee an increasing one in all
cases, but only in the pronunciation of subject II a cleatly de-
creasing intensity of [n] in an ati could be noticed(see fig.11
the different duration of the two tn.] 's can be noticed as well).
In the pronunciation of subject III the initial part of the vowel
[e] was laryngeali *ed, and upon listening a glottal catch, could

be perceived.

The first of the distinctions mentioned above(regarding the
duration of [n]) was present in the pronunciation of all thaw in-:
formants of Ilse Lehiste in a nice man - an ice -sap, and in sous
cases the laryngealization of the initial vowel in jcesall was ne,,t3ced too (p.2o-21).

4. Nitrate `= night-rate, As the word nitrate wasipronitunCed,

Lniitreitj by subject II, we have at our disposal only two
cases.'The durtions of the segments [ai] and Lt] were the
following:

&WO

6
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Nitrate Night-rate

rail [ti [ail [t]L

184 68 191 53
II 14j 79 210 64

From the above mentioned figures it follows that in nitrate
the [t] was a bit longer than in night-rate. A difference 'of
this kind was also noticed by Ilse Lehiste (p.29-30),but, in the
autnor's opinion, "this is perhaps a rather insignificant dif-
ference" (p.3o). In the pronunciation of our subjects the main
factor which separates, in English, the minimal pair nitrate -
night-rate doesn't appear (the voiceless [r] in the first term,
the voicing of this consonant in the second term) our subjects
pronounced a voiceless [r] in both cases.

5. Why choose - white shoes. The durations of the segments
Lorail and [t] were the following:

Why choose Whskt shots
Ltl [veil jt j

1 24o 56 12o 244 68 158
338 56 158 379 68 244

III 191, 83 90 158 83 173

In the prondnciation Of the subjicts I and II two of the
differences noticed by Ilse Lehiste (p.36-38) appeared: in
choose both [t] and werewere shorter in duration than in

war

why choose (ni)

white shoes (ni)

Fig.2

white shoes; in the pronunciation of subject III the occlusive
_element of the affricate was equal in duration to that of [t]
in white, but the fricative element was such shorter than [0 in
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o e a (90 vs. 173 ms). As regards the duration of the segment

,[wail , it was longer in why than in white only in the pronunciat-

ion of informant III; the difference, 33 me, is greater thin the

average found by Ilse Lehiste (p.38), 20 ms.

The so-called "characteristic left-hand peak in intensity"

(Ilse Lehiste, p.38) appears in why choose: after a sudden in-

crease, the intensity gradually decreases beginning as early as

the [8] component,bf the diphtong. In white shoes the-above en...,

tioned author notfed "a rising - falling intensity on Lai] that

was rather evenly distributed" (p.38). This feature did not ap-

pear in the pronunciation of our subjects; the curve of intensity

in white is quite similar to that in Ity (see fig.2).

6. I scream - ice cream. The durations of the segments [ail ,

[s] and [ k] were the following:

I screed Ice cream

[ail [a] DE {si] [1] k

I 176 101 49 244 113 - 49

II 334 203 15c 296 124 116

III 233 64 83 191 53 83

We must add that, in the pronunciation of subject II 1 and

scream were separated by a pause having a duration Of 98 as.

Only in the pronunciation of the informant II and III final

Lail had a lOnger duration than [ii] followed by [a] .,The

same informants pronounced en initial [s] longer than the final

Is] (B for III, the difference is very small: 11 ms).

Neither of the three subjectipronounoed an initial [k] (in

cream) longer than [E] in scream (even wire, in the pronunciat-

ion of subject II [k] in crass was shorter than Ak] in icriviel,-;

As regards the distribution of energy in the diphthong tail ,

only subject III shows a clear distinction between final Lail and

non-final Lai] (see fig.3) : in the first case we have a "left-

hand peek in intensity" (as we have :eon before, in the pronunciat-

ion bf one and the same subject there is no sikitar difference,be-
.

tweon [wail in whir and- [vial] in white).
1

In Ilse,Lehiste's study we do not find scOus.6.c data on the

pafr I scream - ice cream, but this pair may be compared,from cer-
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tain points of view, with it sprays - it's praise. The above men-

tioned author noticed (p.26) that "Cp.] is followed by a period

of aspiration in praise, which takes the form of a voiceless

[ r] ", while in sprays (preceded by a non-initial voiceless

Ice cream (Ip(

Fig.3

stop) [r] is voiced. In the pronunciation of our informants no

difference of this kind is present between the liquid preceeded

by [k] (in cream) and the liquid preceded by the group [sk]

(in scream) : [r] was either voiceless in both cases (informant

I and III), or voiced in both cases (informant II).

7. How strained - house$rained. The durations of segments

[au] [s] , and [t] were the followings

How strained House trained

[s] Eti , [au] Is] Lt ]

9q 86

lol At
131 41

[au]

I 131

II 225

III 165

161 75 38

278' 98' 139

184 105 53

The fricative in strained had a longer duration than its co

respondent in final position (in house) in the pronunciation of

all three subjects (b the difference 4s-insignificant with II).

On the otherthand.thiduration bf the diphtong was lqnger in

house'than in. bow.
/

The consonants t] was longed in' initial position (in. trained

than in,,mediel posi4on (in strained) wily in the pronunciation

of informant III.



As regards the distribution of energy in the diphthong Lau],
it is only in the pronunciation -01' informant I that a peculiarity
appeared like that noticed by use Lehiste (p.38),,for Lai] in
wr;:y and in white : in final [au] (in how) the intensity clear-

ly decreases after a climax reached in the first half of the
diphthong..

The sonority of the vibrant, preceded by a voiceless occlu-
sive appeare dust as in I scream - ice-cream; [r] was voiceless
both in how strained and in house trained, in two cases (I and

[r] was voiced in both terms of the contrastive pair,in
one ease (informant II).

8. Considering the above-mentioned data, we can establith
the following lint- acoustic features distinguishing the mini-

----"' mal pairs of the type a - an aim in the pronunciation of
oZr"informdnts (we shall see fur on that there are some other
features that must be added to this list

a) the duration of initial (post-junctural) and final
(pre-junctural) allophones of. the phonemes: the initial conso-
nant is longer; the final diphthong is longer (we had no exam-
ples at our disposals, characterized by the contrast between a

final vowel and an itial vbwel; due-to the fact that the inde-
finite article a Iva not preceded by a consonant,ths first vowel

in a name *es in a pecial situation, which prevents us from con-
sidering ai fina vowel proper, in opposition to the identical

t 1vowel ph me in a ela,;

b) the int nsity of the diphthong (fast rise and slow
decay in final po ition) and of the [n] (rise in the initial
allophone!, fall i the final allophone);

4) the meet of the vowel (glottal stop in initial petit-
ion); h

i

d) the dUration of [t] and of 0) (both elements are
shorter in the affricate [t] than in the sequence [t] + June-

. ture . (I) );

e) the presend'a of pause.

It 'must be obserlia-, from the very beginning, that none of
I

the features a 4- d appears in all the cases in which these fee-
'
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turea are norsal in NingIish (the feature e - the pause -, which

is not mentioned by Ilse Lehiste as a specific feature of English

in the situation under discussion appears in two cases only).

As a detail, let us mention that the difference between voi-

ced :r] and voiceless [r] was never associated with a dif-

ference regarding the place of,Juncture. In the kglish of native

speakers, in words like crew (vitith voiceless initial occlusive),

the aspiration tekee the form of a voiceless [r] (Ilse Lehiste,

p.42), whereas in scream [r] preceded by a non-initial voice-

less occlusive is voiced; the Romanian speakers pronounced either

a voiced r;_r] or a voiceless [r] in both termO of the con-

trastive pairs nitrate - night-rate, I scream - ice cream and how

strained - house trained.

9. Unlike what Ilse Lehiste ascertained, in our material ge-

nerally there can be asc wined no grouping of seve-

ral features that would elp to point out the presence and place

of the juncture. The relative poverty of the cues contained in

the intrinsic acoustic features of the sounds sae-aompensated, in

some 6ises, by features of another nature. These features are of

3 kinds:

C 6 ',"?

Fig.4

a) As noticed above, there existed, somOimes,a pause be-

tween an and aim and Petition I and scream.

b) We have found stress differencee between the

terms of some of the studied contrasted pairs:

Ni'trate - 'night-rats (informant III only; in the

pronunciation of informant I and II, the stress was on the first

syllable, in both terms of the pair);

I'screas - 'ice cream (I, II, III);

How 'strained - 'house trained (II).
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c, Toe intonatio n was sometimes different

In toe two terms of toe contrasted pair. The clearest distinction

ai4eared in toe pair : scream - ice :ream, in toe pronunciation

of informant I: 'rise of toe tone in scream versus fall. of the
5

tome in cream, see fig.,.

.n. To woat extent can toe *ay our inf:,rmants pronounced the

rJups of words studied .ean t, confusi)n ? Aithout being able

t, give a proper answer ',D tots cuPtion, we think wie can find

a :fret indication in toe results of a test of perception. As we

clad no native speakers of wnglisn at our disposal, we have made

a test witn four Romanian listeners, acquainted with the,Mhglish

language ',act of toe nes spent a year in ..J5A). The result of

tois test are snown in tr-e table below (the correct answers are
marwed with 4 and toe wrong ones with - , the sign ? shows that

toe listener could not m me out whether he nad heard the first

or toe second term of to pairs):

The data are prese.ted 15. toe order that.occured on the tart

toe word groups studied occured among other words and groups).

Table I

1

*

i II III Total

C
4 - ? + - ? 4 - ? + - ?

A name 2 2 0 4 0 0

.

4 o 0 10 2 o

!trio* strained z 1 0 3 1 0 1 3 0 7 5 0

Nitrate 3

4

1 0 0 4, 0 3 0 1 6 5 1

ice cream 44 o o 3 1 0
..

4 0 0 11 1 0

Why choose
1 3 1 o 3 1 0 3 1 o 9 3 0.

Night-rate , 4 0 0 1 3 o 3 1 0 8 4 0'

An aim 1 4 0 0 2 '2 0 4 o 0 10 2 0

I scream 1 3 0 4 0 0 3 o 1 8 3 1

hc.4se trained 2 2 0 1 5 0 2 2 0 5 7 0

White shoes i . 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 12 0 0

I Tots1:44, 86 32 2

4 1 1
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The results from the table ere: tne majority of tne 12o an-

swers (- lo examples x 3 informants x 4'lieteners) were correct:

- 71,66 erroneous answers: 32 - 26,66 %).

In five of ten cases the number of correct identifications

was equal to or greater than 9 (- 75 % of the -total of 12 an-

swers).

The next table presents the figures indicating the number

of correct identifications for each contrastive pair(in descend-

ing order) :

Table 2

1. Why choose - white shoes 21

2. A naae - an aim 20

3, I ream - ice cream

.4;c

19

4. A trate - night-rate 14

5. RoW strained - house trained 12

It follows iron this table, that the mealiest number of correct

identifications still reaches 5o 12 of 24 cases) for a Con-

trostive pair, although as could observed, the internal open

-juncture has physical manifestations that are poorer and less

constant in the English of Romanians than in the &gnats of na-

tive speakers.

Pierre Delattre (Comparing the Phonetic Features of English,

French. German and Spanish. An Interim Report, Heidelberg, 1965,

p.361 sets out the existence of eume differences, from the point

of view of the juncture, between English end German, on the one

hand, and Frshch and Spanish on the other hand.Romanian resembles

tae last two languages: exactly as in the French du natre - ;Pane

autre, the Spanish la saber - lae eves, where "internal juncture

is not distinctive (at least at a normal rate of epeeoh) "(Pierre

Delattre, quot. between the terms of a pair of the type

- c-un as there do not appear, as rule, distinctive pho-

netic differences: The features proper to the mother language of

our informants (RoManian) explain the difference between the re-

sults obtained by Ilse Lehlete and those obtained by us.

ss
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THE BACK VOIWFLS OF ROMANI/AR AND ENGLISH -

A CONTRASTIVE STUDY

by Laurenvie DescAlu

The present contrastive study on beck vowels in Romanian and

Ingiish 'gads up our research studies in (experimental) acoustic

phonetics dealing with the vowels in the two languages, within

the Romanian - English Contrastive Analysis Project.1

Ne to xamine experimentally and describe English

re pronounced by Romanian speakers who study

ish

In tnglish, th,seeries of back vowels includes five pho-

names:/a/ , /..)/ ; /3/ , /u/ , /u:/ . As one of them, tp4/ ,

has already been included in our previous atudy on centr*Ivowels

in the two languages, the object of this study will be restricted

to the two vowel paire4 /3/ , /0:/ , /u/ , /us/

The distinctive feeturea of these phonemes can be seen in

the following table: 2

1 Leurintie Descilu, The Front Vowel's of--,manian _And Mulish
(A apntreative Stud7) in 'The Romanian-1E414h Contrastive
Anaryais Project; ueports and StudiesTM, Bucharest, University
Press, vol.1 (1971), p. 113-125; The Oentrel Vossas of Roma-
nian and English,_ A Contrastive Stud]. In *Studies" (vol.II/,
1972) p.43-67.

2 After Daniel Jones, An Outline of Etglien Phonetics, Ninth
Edition, Cambridge, 1967, p.IVII.
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Vertical Horizontal 1 Lip-
Vowel Tongue-

position
Tongue-
position

position Duration

/ ) / open back rounded short

half-open back rounded long
/u/ close back rounded short
/al,/ close back rounded long

English has another back vowel, noted /o/ , which Daniel
Jones considers half-close), but this vowel can only be found in
diphthongs and it has been studied in the respective chapter.

The series of Romanian hack vowels includes twice fewer
iteas, namely:

closel /u/

half-closel /o/

They are opposed in their degree of aperture but not in their
duration.

There ie no quantitative opposition in the Romanian vowel s7s-
tea, or in the consonant sistem either.,

The fact that Romanian is only two items in the series of

back vowels implies a greeter liberty in their realisation. Their
allophones have a larger area of phonetic realisation than the
allophones of the English back vowels, which are twice-as many in
number.

This difference between the English and tha Romanian vowel

system could be reflebted in a certain difficulty in the correct

acquisition of English vowels by Romanian speakers.

Before verifying this hypotipeais through experiamntal methods,

we shall try to compare the back vowels of the two languages from

an acoustic and artiqulatory point of view, making use of the
"standard" figures we have atour disposal4 and which represent
cycles per secand.(cps.)

idea.

re Delattre, Comparing tha Phonetic 7estures of English,man ish and French, Heidelberg, 1965, p.49, for Ame-

1. I
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English Romanian

"/3 9/

F1 - 550
/o

F2 - Boo
/

/5)
F 2 - Boo Fl 500

F1 - 400

F2 - l000

F 1 - 375 I

F
2

- goo

F 1 - 34)o

F2 - Boo
/u/'

- 5oo

Indicating the value of the foraant F2 on the abscissa and
the value of the foment F

1
on the ordinate, we made the diagrsme

of the Romanian and English vowels and then superimposed them in

order to emphasise the difference in location and aperture between

the vowels of the two languages, beck vowels included. (For the
Nklcorrespo deuce between acoustic and articulatory features,see fur-

ther down ) In this diagram, we. have represented all the vowels

in the two languages, based on the values in the above-mentioned

studies by Pierre Delattre and Yeleriu Suteu, and for the Romanian

vowels /a/ and /1r/ , the values obtained through synthesis by

Andrei Avraa. 7)
(seleflg.1)

We 'anti= the fact that the position of the first two vo-

calic foments offers us date on the timbre of the vowel from the

point of view of the two pairi of acoustic featurest gran vs.
acute, compact vs. diffuse, namely: the higher F1 is,the more 00a,

pact the vowel is and the lower Pi is, the aore diffuse the vowel

(continuation page 16)
.

rican anglishs Valeriu Butes,' , CeroetEri eas'issintsji 860-
prs vocalelor romanketiqi el a, o sl u, in OUIJ MI (1971)_
no.I, p.5-39, fir Roman an.

5 Pierre Delattro uses the otation /o/ , ibidem.
6 Pierre Delattre uses also ha notation /u/ , ilagi.
7, Andrei Avraa; Sur le strut e ecoustigueddes oullee geqtrel

du reumain, in Revue I liumeroglpseisI 4,-1970, e. W5

i-3
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Fig.l. The acoustic diagram of
Romanian and English vowels

is; the higher F2 is, the more acute the vowel is, and i'he lower

F
2 is, the *ore grave the vowel is.

The correspondent of the acoustic features grave vs. moUte

on an articulatory level is the psir of features kilt vs. ;rant;

coapfici vs. diffuse represent aperture in articulatory torsos no -

sely open vs. close reepectively.

Making use of the standard values we shall try to establish

the acoustic and articulatory differences between the 1mglish

back vowels on the one band, and the Englishiand the Romanian

back vowels on the other head:

12 - 90o cps. F2 - Soo cps.
English /J/ Maglish/D/:

F1 - 550 cps. F
1
- 00 cps.

Of these two voaels 0/ is more compact (Fi is higher) than

/J1 and at the sane time more acute (F2 is higher than p]). In
articulatory terms, /3/ is uttered closer to the front of the

oral cavity then /a and is more open than the foraer. Besides,

/3/ is a short vowel, while /.71 is s long vowel.Coaparing these

two vowels with the Romanian vowel

ly
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F2 - Boo cps., we notice that it is as grave/o/
Fi - 5oo cps.

as the English vowel /J / and graver than the English vowel/3/
With reference to the feature compact vs. diffuse the Romanian
vowel /o/ finds its place between the two English vowels, com-
ing closer to /D/ .

Engl. /u/ F2 - l000 cps. Engl. /us/ F2 goo eve.
F1 - 375 cps. F

1
Soo cps.

Of the two vowels, the English vowel /us/ is the graver
and sore diffuse, which means that it is backer end closer than
the short vowel /u/ .

When we also take into consideration the Romanian vowel

/u/ F2 - Boo cps.

Fl 5oo cps.
we notice that this vowel is as diffuse as

and graver than the English vowel /us/ . Thus, the Romanian vowel
is very different from the English vowel fur t it differs frog
the English vowel /u:/ only with respect to he feature grtlye
vs. acute. In articulatory terms, the Roaani vowel is as close
as but a little bit backer than the English vowel /us/ while
being such closer and backer than the English vowel /u/ .

More over the English vowels /u/ and /u:/ are opposed
to each other fro the point of view of duration and,of course
both also differ quantitatively from the Romanian vowel /u/ .

These remarks corroborate the data contained in the chart
above (fig.1); indeed, the Romanian vowel ju/ is situated clos-
er to the English vowel /ui/

, than to the English vowel /u/,
and the Romanian vowel / o/ is situated closer to the English
vowel / i/ than to the English vowel/x/

.

The Acoustic Analysis

In order to assess to what extent the Romanian speakers,cor-
rectly acquired the English back vowels and to what extent they
were influenced by their own Rossnian pronunciation acoustic re-
sodrch was conducted.
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The Word List. In accordance with certain criteri,we drew

up a list of &iglish words containing the beck vowels/3/ /2t/s/u/s

/u:/ in various positions:

N.-N.._ I. preceding voiced consonants.

II, preceding voiceless consonants.

III. final position (only the long vowels 1.3s/ and/4 oc-

c.f in this positinn).

.IV. in minimal pairs (the vocalic context can be the ease

as in )

The list contains the following words:

For the vowel [0]
(

dog [dog]

cod [kid]

rob [rob]

II. got [g0t]

stock [et 2 kj

top [ 3 p)

For the vowel [3:]

IV. dog [dog] -

stock [at 3:k]

cod [k d3 -

rpb ir -

I. cord [k 0: (I] II., stork [et 3s k]

caused [k 3 ad] short [f31

George [d3 d3] horse [h 3 I a]

III. tore [t 3 t]

saw [i 3 s]

For vowel [u]

dug [c1 A 4
-stork [at 0 ski

cord [k 35 d]

rub [rA

IV. cord [k p : - cod [k 3 cl]

stork [et 3 i stock [et 3 kJ

I. sugar [fuga] II. cook [kuk]

stood [stud] soot [But]

should [fud] 'put [put]

IV. should [fud] - shoed_ [fu: d]

put [put] - boot [bUst]

For vowel [us]

I. shoed [Jul d]

shoes [AI: a]

II. tooth [tus E]

goose [gut a]

boot [bus t]
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III. who [hut] IV. boot [but t) - put [kilt]

do [dui] shoed [Jilla] -shouldVuell
few rjuij

As already shown, on the basis of both spectrographic ans-
lyaie and synthesis9 the average values of the Romanian vowels
had already'bsen calculated, so that these valuesoan be used
for reference purposes 'in the present study. However we have
considered it necessary to determine to what extent the indi-
'vidual pronunciation of each student influenced his English pro-
nunciation. To this aim, we drew up a list of Romanian words
containing back vowels.

For the' vowel cod

pod

For the vowel [4 cuc

gut

The Subjects. The above English and Romanian words were
read by 12 subjects in random order into the microphone and

tape-recorded. The subjects are speakers of Roaanian,men,having
studied English for different periods of time.

After'carefully listening into the recorded tspes,according
to their voice quality and to the closeness of their Romanian
pronunciation to literary Romanian we selected only some of
them as follows:

"Intermediate"

AC - 20 years old, student of the Faculty of German. He had stu-
died English for 4 years in high school and for two year,.
in college.

ND - 26 years old, student of the Faculty of German; He has stu-
died English for two years in college.

"Advanced"

IS - 19 years old - first year student of the Faculty of English.

He had studied English for 7 years in high school.
FF - 19 veers old - first jeer student of the Faculty of*English.

8 Valeriu Suteu, Qbeervstii asuDra structurii acustiCA 20-
lelor roidnesti 1,eis.o el u, In set_ xiv (1963),no2,9179-198.

9 See note 4.

Cob enfra Fos,: z

'42



he has atudied English for four years in high school, endue

had basil lessons of English for five years (out of which

two pars of 'intensive' teaching). We could not select

any /subject representing :beginners' because of their ex-

cessively unclear and faulty pronunciation.

Results of the Instrupehtal Analysis

The selected materiel was subjected to spectrographic ana-

lysis. Sonagrams of both Romanian and English words were obtain-
.

'ed by using the°*ide-band filter of the sonagraph. Sections were

made with the nirrow-band filter in the steady-state region of

back vowels.

Tne next step was the identificatiOn and measuring of the

first two formants on-these sonagrams. We also tried to delimit

the vowel segments with a view to measuring their length.

The resulting values were grouped in tables,epecifying the

value of the formants F
1
and F

2
in ycles per second (cps.) and

the length of vowel items in millise onds ecJ for each speak-

er and each vowel separately. These tab e Lao contain the a"e-

rage values for each vov41 "position" in the word, as well as the

general average values (for speakers) of the formants Fl and F2

and of the vowel duration.

The comparison was facilitated by the salection of the ave-

rage values for each vowel and each speaker and by their inclus-

ion inta-final table which also,indicates the standard values

of &igl'sh and Romanian vowels on the left and right respectiv-

ely (see table I). One can easily compare the F1 and F2 values

of the English vowels pronounced by the 4 Romanian speakers with

the standard English vowels. The table also shows to what extent

each of the speakers got closer to the correct pronunciatiOn of

the target language, as well as the extent to which his Romanian

pronunciation exerted an influence.

Table I indicates the average values of the English and Ro-

manian vowels pronounced by the 4 speakers individually; On the

left we mention the standard values of the English vowels and on

the right the standard values obtained by means of spectrographic

analysis and of synthesis for the Romanian vowels. The first
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Table I

Fnglish Romanian
,star. - "advanced" "inter

jj

-dard , mediate'1
lei (De- 4 FF IS AC ND

;Stan-
dard
(ana-
lysis)

Stan-
dard
(syn-
the-
sis)

Vow
el

let- FF IS AC ND;
tre)

I

900 1054 1032
,

'20 1 583 6o3
1

9661972
1

573I54o
,9oo

504

...

117o

612

936

432

loo8

5o4

1000

400

800

500
0800 1 843 ! 887

400 ,o7 1 57o

t

8170906
1

444;513

loon 1052 11c44

375 424 , 376

1

868;936
i

3991400
756 ,loo8

36o 432

738

284

864

36n

85o

35o

800

300
u9oo 969 430

u:
300 363 I 333

I

828 816

326 286

tigure corresponds to F2, the second to F1 and is rendered in

terms of cps.

A thorough examination of the table leads to the following

conclusion :

1. A great oscillation of the figures corresponding to Fi

and F
2

among the speakers both for the English and the Romanian

vowels.

2. Formant F
t

and F
2

corresponding to a Romanian vowels

pronounced by the 4 speakers do not coincide ith,the standard

values,obtained by analysis and,so much the less with those re-

sulting from synthesie. The fact is easily accountable for' Tim

figures obtained by synthesis represent those valuei of "opti-

mum" frequency which recorded the highest percentage of iden-

tifications at the auditory tests. The figures obtained by spec-

trographic analysis represent average values resulting lion the

examination of the speech ofa certain number of Romanians,whose

pronunciation evinced a certain degree-of closeness,to the atm:.

dard language. 'The.pronasciation of our subject4 hOvever,seets

to get close'r to the resuflis obtained by analysis.
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Thla conclusion regarding Humanism implies a certain:tole-

ranc in. the consideration of Ehglish standard figures too (also.

obtained by means of synthesis), as it is assumed that they oan

e 'tieached as such otherwise only than accidentally by speakers

of lilt,rary English, thus representing ideal values function as

r.ference indices. .

As fa; as the vowels having the timbre (quality)o are
1 P

cunceirned we caa notice that, with all the s bj/Sits, F2 cOrres-'

Pondi4g to the ismglish vowel P] is higher tha the standard vo-
w

lue, invariably topping goo cps. while F1 has 48110 closer to

the standard (about 55o cps.). We consider thereforS that this

vowel was assimilated correctly enough in point of openness, but

was aliculated in a more front position than necessary.

T'e English vowel L-..) was, on the other' hand, better as-

aimilat d from the point of view of articulator position, than

from to t of a,erture (F2 is generally clusert the standard

than Y )\ This proves that the difficulty encoun ered by Roman-
,

..-IL3 in tt.e acquisition of these vowels lies in t e torrent as-

silimatiod)f th= articulatory .osition for the English vdtel[3]

and in the .i,eAree of openness for the English vowel pi]

If we consider the pronunciation of the Romanian vowel [o]

by our subjects, 4\e deduce. that it influenced both the more

front articulation of the English vowel [3] , and the opener pro-

nunciation of the glish,vowel [DI] .

lne intiuence f the individual pronunciation is also noti-

ceable independentl for each of the subjects, by examining the

respective columns ii\ table I. Thus, for instance, in the Roman-

ian pronunciation of 'the speaker IS, both torments of the vowel

[o] are higher than the Romanian standards, a tendency wh )1-

is reflected in his hhglish pronunciation too (higher Pi and 2).it

As regards the speakers' grouping according to their stage

of language acquisition, the two more advanced students of Eng-,

lish cannot be said to have a "more correct" 'pronunciation than

the intermediSte ones.

We should also point out that; no matter how correct the pro-
,.

nunciation of the two Englisd vowels [3] and L9,:] was,thers still

persists a considerable difference between them within the pro-

nunciation of one and the same speaker. Even If it dose not ap-

4
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proach the standard figure too much, the vowel [3) was invariably

articulated with values which are higher than those of the Eng.-

lisp vowel fur both formants, and this opposition chrresponds

to reality (the standard figures for N are higher than the

standard values for [0:J).

All this demonstrates that the subjects were aware of the

difference of timbre between the two English vowels (more than

the diesimilarity between them and the Romanian vowel o ) and

they tried to assimilate this opposition.

4. Analyzing the, vowels having the timbre R, we are going to

see, first of all that the F1 and F2, values of the Romanian vo-

wels -,ret closer to the standard figures, while the English vo-

wels [u] and [u:] were less influenced by the .Romanian proms

nunciation of the Romanian vowel [u] .

r,econdly, we notice a clear-cut distinction between the two

groups of, speakers in the assimilation of the two English vowels-

[u] 'and [u;] . With the more "advanced" subjects the values

are closer to the English standards than with "intermediate" eub-

jects. As F2 is much lower than the standard figures,the conclus-

ion may be drawn thrit the vowels uttered by "intermediate" eub-

jects are characterized, by an articulation place which is more

posterior than that of the English standad vowels, this being

the result of the Rkmanlen influence in the pronuncietion,of the

vowel [II],

-As far as, the "advanced' subjects ere concerned,F2 ie closer

to the standard figures. As 0 general remark we must say,that the

advanced subjects pronounced the English vowels more openendomore

anterior that the standard vowels. This way of pronouncing ie ekes-

gerated: trying not to be influenced by Romanian, the speakers

forced the English pronunciation (surpassing the values of the

formdnts F
1
and F2, required by the norm).

In the case of the English vowels of timbre u, we can re-

mark tee constant different pronunciation Of the English vowel

[u] from [u:] a difference that appears in the'pronanciation of

the same speaker. The values of the, formonts F
2

and Fl are high-

er for [u] , this difference being present also in the standard

vowels.

As far as the vowels of,timbre o are concerned, we consider

4 1
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I

tnat tno ,,cmanian spencers of Snglish managed to produce the

vowels :u, Th.] much better, being leas influenced by the

:4oaanian u. tnan by the Romanian eo; .

1,f course, if we compare tne values of F2 and Fl tnat are to

to :cured on tte left and right side of table number I and which

te.ong to tte same speaker, we notice the maintenance of the pe-

c.lierit.es of pronunciation that belong to everyone.For example,

sut,Lect IS nes the same tendency of pronouncing the foment high-

er totn in ging.ish and Romanian, and subjects AC and ND have 1 the

tendency of pronouncing tte formsnts in both languages lower.

Generally, we cannot assert essential differences between

the frequency of these vowels in different positions in the word,

Cut we snail see that there are differences as far as their durat-

ir.n is concerned.

X X

:n order to compare the English vowels as pronounced by Ro-

manians to the R.nglisn standard vowels, we have arranged formantm

Fl and F
2

on a musical scale, first the etanderd :English vowels,

tne vowels as uttered by each speaker.

MIN

0.0fUL Cd-\

SpeaAer rr

.
0:11

Rr4

kV' am-
3,':

0 0 0 U

Specter IS

1'18.2. Fig.3.

4
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1

?fa° 1

f000

Silo

kV.,

79C-

4004

300 )
1

XX'
i

MD

111=1....

-
MIN

Min=

am

MI.

.,.
am

VIM

ION16....

ay
sty

mo
mo

cco

xr

kV.

NV.

RV.

I
um"''

11IM

Mt

MINS
NM

ONO

11

MINS
IIMI

IMMO

11

owns
OMNI

0 ., 0 0 U U U.' U, 0 0 0 0 U U U: U:

Speaxtr ON. Speigtr AC

Fig.4. Fig.5.

On

IIM

ON

MO

END

ON

.

0 0 0 if U w:

Fig.6.

In chart number 6 we have indicated, in the same way the

standard back vowels in both languages.

In charts number 7 -lo we constructed the diagram of the

standard Inglish vowels, on which we have indicated separately,

for each speaker, the position of the back k.glish vowels as pro-

nounced by them.

An attentive look at these charts would suggest how such

every subject managed to learn the standard 1nglish pronunciat-
ion.

23 3 .
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. ,onsiderations on thv vowel'duration

It Ire known that. the phonologic system Romanian does not

poseaeS quantitative oppositions. That means that the duration

:of the Romanian vowels hap not a diestinctive role, In current

..speech, the duration aPpeara4nnconseiously in the flow of speech,

dodditioned by position within the ropd, by striae and rhythm',

a.8.0. A

TO English vowels under discdssion do not differ oily froi

the point of view of colour but also fromlho`point of ow of

duration.. If the Romanian vowels do not` differ such fro the

point of view of duration, the back English vowels essentially

differ from the quantitative ppint'of.view.(aa,

Table II

-' fj150g1.. Engl.:

V o vi e 1 '1 f
.0 3r

Rom.

[0]

Eng/.

[u]
Engl.

, Cu.] .,:,

Rom,

NI

Average duration!
mac.

1

16o 267

.

171 '133

.

240
.

133

fr9m thts table we can notice thefollowing:
lo

1. The 'Romanian vowels o and u, without contrasting by the

opposition short ve. long, ale different from the point of view

Of duration: the closea vo*el u is shOrter (133 mac) then the

open vowel o (171 mac).

2. The average duration 9f the -Romanian vowels cOme closer

to the average' duration of the short English rowels. That iawbsi-

litmanian speeker's issimilite abort English vo*als to the 'icor,-

responding! Romanian .vowels.

3. Un the other hind, the speaker* wore conscientious of the

oxiatence"of a quantitative opposition amoog'the English vowels.:

and tried hard to askeit. As we can notice;/the English vowels .

they produced contrast from this pOint of view. It ire eel-

culete the relative diration, this oppositioa-bicomes *Van mot!,

evident -(we monsider the dOrs0.0m of short vowel I).
74,

1(1

lo The observations hold good fot the material anilySed b7 is.

=

0
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Table III *

Vowel :
Absolute Relative
.ddration duration'

[)3 16o
e

1
1

C)3 . 267 1,67

[a]
133 1

,

[a] '24o 1,73

If we comparethe uration of the Engliah vowels is oun-
ced by hoftidiwit tOur.sUbjects whe given duration o the

......%-

eh vo-

wels,
11,

weilbtice that the average figures readh by the sub

sects come cloie to thelstandard figures (see le IV).

In table-number IViwe notice the way 'Mob each subject

managed to approximate Oae standard dU ion:

--1-

Vowel

, 1
Standard
duration

A ragav
d at-ion
o all .

subjects

"advanced" "intermadiste"

IFF I'S ND '' AC,

[0:] 250
[6?

28o, .282 278 227

ELI 3 163
.-,

r33 llo 121
..-

169 132

[i.1 1 235 1 24p 198
-..

-258 305 220

of

Froa the tables drawn for each subject, we notice differences

duration of the vowels in differs t positions in the word*.

- the long vowelal DI] and ' havaThe greatastldurs
ion in final position as compered to'other Positio(aarked
I, II, 1mi

7. the, shortest d atian, for both short and long phonsaeCis

to be foand in words "t oonatitte contrastiwi, psigs, a fast

B.Peteraon and ilse/L
/7
ehistq, Durst4on of1 According to Gordan

Sillable Nuclei 1 Bnglian, in J.A.8.1%,,- vo1.32;(14b0, 99.6,
:4).792.

32'
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i
which denotes an exaggerated lengthening of the vowels when these
words are produced/in isolation:4 11'

It is passible that the-vocalic duration in contrastive po-
sition '(merited IV) be closer to reality, that means closer to the
duration used in the flow of speech.

II

i

6 t)

...

i

/

.1

.,



REMARKS ON THE ENGLISH DIPHTHONGS AND TRIPHTHONGS

AS PRONOUNCED BY NATIVE SPEAKERS OF ROKWAN

by Cornelis CohuV

1. Introduction

,
It ie a well-known fact that there ie great divergence of

\I

viewh on the number and description of English diphthongs and tri-

ht.:longs_ (ef. 5, p.249; 6, p.58-60, 98-100; 8, p235-2371 9t 12,

p.86). ahae.quently the phonetic symbols used to transcribe them .

differ too. ,

Thus, while most phoneticians consider the groups [ei) , Lou]

diphthongs, Lehiete and Peterson (8) classify them as "glides".0n

the basis of acoustic analysis the above mentioned authors have

subdivided the group of "complex long syllable nuclei" into:

- "glides" [e/1 ,.. [otj31[3] characterized by "the single-

target position", and

- "diphthongs" [or] (ay) , [DI] characterized by "the

double-target positions".

For greater clearness we quote

netically, these single-target

segment into sequence of two

or the first element of /4I /,

the description of a "glide": "Pho-

complex nlei are difficult to

sounds. There is no steady state

but a slowglids appears toward

the target poaition, the glide being longer than the target.Often

the first part of /eI
/ has been called the "full vowel" and the

second element the glide'or semivowel. In the dialect under study,

it is actually the second element that has steady state and the

first element that is phonetically a glide - longer than any other

onglide ... The fore:ant movement is continuous, however, in such

Instances, and no target according to our definition can,be locat-

ed" (8, p.235).

0 -I



We must also point out the great variety of possible pronun-

ciations (ct.b, p.loo-l25; 7), which partly account for the dif-

lerencee in the descriptions of the same diphthong:

- "The English diphthong ou, as I pronounce it, starts with a

tongue-position in advance of and somewhat lower than that of car-

dinal o, and a lip-position of medium rounding; the speech-organs

thpn move in tne direct on of 4" (6.p.lol-lo2).

"(ou). The vowel and at the beginning of t4s diphthong

is (a ), and the vowel at the end of it is (u). The learner suet

start with the lips spread as for (a0 and then gradually round

them...At tne same time the mouth ie closed slightly" (9, p.6o).

The above- mentioned facts explain the difficulties encounter,

ed in an attempt to establish the inventory of diphthongs and tr-

phthonge in English, as well as their phonetic transcription.

As far as. the phonetic transcription ie concerned it must also

be taxen into account that none of the vowels occurring ee part of

a diphthong or triphthong is andlly identital with its correspond-

Inv monophthong vowel. "Neither of the elements comprising the di-

phthong is ordinarily phonetically identifiable with any stress-

ed, English monopnthong; for example, in /al/ the first element

is neitner /ci/ or /at /, and the second element is neither ii /

or /I/. Tne symbois /au, /at7/, and /.1 / are adopted tentati-
-

vely ee 'labels for these syllable nuclei" (8, p.236).

. Specialists in-tne field lay special stress on the fact that

the symbol used to transcribe the second element of the diphthong-

indicates only the direction of movement of the vowel group and

not the concrete phonetic realization of the respectiVe sound i

"it is not necessary that the limit of the movement should be acw.

tually reached. Thus the English diphthong IL is oni which beside

at a and moves in the direction of i. To give the right offset it

is not necessary that i should be quite reached: the diphthong may

and generally does end at en opener vowel than tbis,suCh is a fair-

ly open variety of e. i merely represents the furthest limit of

movement" (6, p.58-59).

In the present paper we have generally adopted for every *o-

perate vowel group the symbols dorresponding td the results of our

research. We have used the symbols Coln , [ono] , thoW the first
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vowel in these groups is closer to the vowel(*) in point of-struo-

ture, because this transcription is more frequently used in the re-

ference material.

2. Material and method

To establish the inventory of English diphthongs and tri-
,

phthongs and to select the examples we used the,book by JJ),(310on-

nor. The words were selected taking into account the following ori-

terii: we selected words including sounds whose phonetic environ-

ment should permit a high degree, of correctness in segmentation

(cf. 11, p.192);' we also found pairs of words where confusions

could arise between two diphthongs (triphthongs) or between one

diphthong (triphthong) and s vowel sisear to it in colour and to

which it could be reduced.

Every diphthong (triphthang) occurs in three examples for

every position which it may have in English (word final, before

voiced consonants, before voiceless consonants) i

EOL1 ; so, so, hoe; stove, shows, Spa; stoat,, Coat., 22111

[au] ; how, cow, sow; thousand, cow*, 1144; Ouse, c040g, !tout,;

[el] : In: PAZ; !ES, lay', 21141 1121, 114.21, 1111/11

[u] : tie, 121x, high: tide, Wys, laths; bite., /i21, LAW

[31] : koz, Lob boys, yoyage, 1211; role, g OI, WW1
: hear, steer, fear; hears, beard; theatrt, Alum-

ful, pierced;

[14] :hair, stare, fair; jaistkv,, stared, bored; perces gsrefall

Dim : pure, tour, sure; gaid, parer,

[Jag -: 222E, tore., shore;

[CLIQO : eigher, Ial, ouvir; ttrK, Niers, hired;

[am la] : tower, cower, power; coward, towering, d0wr14

pea] : Baler, sayer, Froysri

[m] : slower, lower, grower; growerg, lowered, lollOWergl

[OW,: employer, destroyer; 10301, sioloyerg.

36
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The aneNe examplei were arranged in random order in a list in-
cLudingi tne material necessary also for the acoustic study of the
other iylish sounds r,ronounced by native speakers of Romanian.

he vecorded on magnetic tape both the list of words arranged
in ')rder and a great part of the words arranged in pairs.
'flIr we *Pre able to investigate whether there are differences in

toP :rono.Inciation of the same diphthong (triphthong)not only-when
the fiord_: occurred in random order (the subject did not know what
sound or phenomenon was being investigated) but also when the dif-
ikretIce between Cwo words was emphasized (e.g. sow (sal)] - 22
l_sou 1 code tKoodl- curd [k a :d] , b:eir(ht.a) - hear Dual I pour
itYD;Jj - poor [pva] ).

Ine sub6ects who were supposed to have a better command of lb-
..,15o were requested to pronounce some more examples illustrating
t'e iariat.ion in duration of the diphthongs depending on their

in tne word;

Tai 1 . lay days date

c1[] : lie line like

".)r] : boy boys voice

rcLa : E2 goes goat

qui
: no* no*/ nOU3 e

(fa] : rear feared fierce

[Eai . scare scared scarce

[uaj : moor moors

The erial was recorded in a sound-treated root and the
tape recorder laced in an adjoining control room,

Before reading the whole material before the'icrophone the
;subjects mad carefully gone through the /1st of words. They -were

requested not to reed tne unknown words.

Thg subjects were subdivided into three groups according to
their degree of coMrelence in Snglisht

- beginners (SM, DM),- having studied English no longer than 6

months (intensive courses);

intermediate (RA, VC, CN, ND, FE, CA, AA) - students of the Fa-

0
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cuit7 of Physics and kethenetice attending

Maglish tlisses optionally (some of thee

having studied Saglish in high- school as

well):

- advanced(IF. 6R, SI) - students in the Inglish Department of

the Faculty of Oiemnic longuages.

Tg
It was considered interest to notice the differences in

pronunciation as well as the c fudions arising separately in the
three groups of subjects. Subsequently we. had to give up both the

acoustic and the auditory analysis of the material obtained from:
iheA)eginners because many words were unknown to them (soaks exam-

ples were not read at yll while others were read incorrectly).

Four subjects were selected foillothe acoustic analysis: SA,V0
(intermediate) and OR, SI (advanced). Our selection was based on
the clarity of their V0i0, and on the absence of dialectal fea-
tures in pronunciation.

.

.

The words in the randomised lilt were recorded on thenons -
graph. Broad...bend spectrograms were attained and narrow -bind ta-
tions were made for each vocalic element of the diphthong (tri -

phthopg) in the steady- state.-Mention should be made of the fact
that mainly in the case of triphthongs it was sot possible to ob-
tain sections for every vowel. It is a so iaportant to note that
the number of measured cases differs soifehat froa me subjest to
another, as not every exaaple was read correctly.

We do not have'data on the duration mad frelosacy of the sen-
siituect els:Onto for all the diphthong and triphtheagm, of the
Ihglieh language. To obtain comparable values we ebteiasd ymtro-
greas of the Istandard pronunciation of thediphthongs sad triph-
thoags in British Inglish and spectrogram( of the similar losaniaa
diphthongs as pronounced by the seas subjects (RA, VO, OR, SI). to
obtain the standard British Mulish prenuaoistion we copied oa asg-
netic tape the /records produced for J.D.0,0oanor's book. As these
records give andel pronunciation we recorded on *Moirph only a
mall number of saples for every diphthong (tripbthong) $

[bud : go, istovs,, ytoiti

[hq s how, gat, 'tout;

3 3
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[el] days, tape;

higho buys, bite;

[:XJ : to j, boys, choice;

s steer hears, thestr!i

[Es] : stare, hairs, scarce;

[up] : pure, tour,'sure, cured;

[30] I pour, tore, shore;

[ala] ;.hire, tire, tired;

LabOL:.power, tower, coward;

[cal, :Player, greyer, layer;

foul] 1 slower, lower, grower";
.

.

[pip] : employer, destroyer, loyal.

For the analysis of the Romanian diphthongs the following

examples have been recorded; dai, tica, suveiCi, sCintliok21491,

` bou, ecou, eau, dau, tau, popindau. .
.

we shall compare the results obtained in our anlyiswith the

freqpncy values of the vowels of English and Romanian. We shall

make references to studies based on spectrographic analysis.. For 4,

English vowels dnd diphthong. we shall refer to the studies writ- /

ten by Peterson and Barney (1o), Lehiste and Petersen (B),Holbrook
.v

and Fairbanks (5), and foi the Romanian vowels we shall refer to

the studies written by A.Avr. (1) andIrluteu (13). ,

We would like to point out the fact that these references are

relative because on the one hand the studies we shall refer to in-
,

clude analyse' based on ore varied techniques, on la1r number

of ex.ples recording the pronulcition of a greater . bei of

speaker; on the other hand the:Ata referring to the mad siohnd

&lifer in the bove-mentioned t dies (of. the results presented

in 4, p.49; 10, p.126;r5, p.254;\8, p.229; 2, p.117; 3','11,54, 55,

4, 14).. . '

r
40

The following abbreviations will be used in liteseiting the

results of our research: A.I American Inglish; Brit,/ -ftitieh.

Engliah, Rm.]. the Engliab of Roaanians
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3. Duretion of English diphthongs and tryhthonka

For duration measurement, segmentation haabeen belied on
th acoustic cues indicated by Peterson al* Lehiste (11), butun-
li e tne above:mentioned authors we have included spiretion after
th initial plosive in the duration of the consonant.

It is well known that fo rant duration varies (5, I:0.252-253)x.

rh re axe numerous cases in which the onset of the first torment
pr cedes the onset of .the other formants, and the duration of FIII
is uch sorter in the case of certain vowels than that of FI and
FII. The present paper is not concerned with the differences in du-
ration between diphthong and triphthong formants, and that is why
we have determined duration in relation to the onset and to the
cessation of Fl.

Before we present our remarks based on our measurements, we
ust emphasize the fact that our results are relative in character:

the words Which have been read by our subjects belong to a list
d not to a text in which duration would have been more similar

to anal duration .in speech.

As a first stage we undertook to find the variations in an-
guish diphthong and triphthong duration as pionounced by Romanian
native speakers, in relation to their position in the word. "In ge-
neral, the syllable nucleus is shorter when followed by a voice-,
less'consonant, and longer when f011owed by a voiced consonant"
(11, .29o),

T le 1 gives, for each separate speaker, the average durat-
% ion fo ell the diphthongs in relation to their position in the.

word. We ee that in spite of the nature of-a diphthong, for each
position the word (final, betfore voiced consonant, before i
voiceles one) and for each separate.speaker, duration varies with-
in role vely narrow limits, a fa pich has made it possible for
us to btein general average thirst on of the diphthongs in re-

. lotion their positi n in the wo These ayerage durations show
thbt in general a dipht ong is longer in word final position and
is shorty when it ie f llowed by'a voiceless consonant.

A
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Diphthong duration in Itng 1 ish ( in tV1Pr. )

Poo -
t ion

I Speak-
I er

( Du) 1 L°" D
,

[et 3 I rat ) 1 t'l ]

Nu2- Du-
ber rat-
of ion
Cs-

Num- Du-
bar rat-
of on

pi-
se*

Nua- Du.
ber rat-
of ion
CS-
sic

i Mum- Du-
Der rat-

j of ion
co-
sic

Num-
ber
of
ca-
808

Du-
rat -

ion

4

Final

KA 5 585 2 420 3 3.8.2 3 407 3 3q?

VC 2 390 2 530 3 555 3 567 3 397

'JR 3 412 453 3 4o5 5 01? 5 4 52

SI 3 377 3 327 3 365 3 365 5 356

Brit . i, 1 472 1 540 1 517 1 54o 1

k

570

bet or
ei

a
voiced
con-
so-
nant

RA 2 lb0 3 328 1 345 5 5i4 5 5P?

VC 5 305 2 300 2 330 3 32? 3 295

Y!.? 2 357 3 312 3 37o 3 365 3 392

SI 3 287 3 24o 2 258 3 315 3 315

brit. & 1 497 1 4871 1 510 1 592 1 495

Before
a

voice-
Inas
con,
so-
nant

HA 3 333 2 367 3 267 5 377 3 322

7C
k.

3

,

290 3

.

277 3 26o 277 3 267

OH 3

'

317 2 330 3 242 3 327 3 290

si 3 247 3 296 5

4

255 3 247 3 247

Brit . E 1 410 1 210, 1 210 1 210 1 225
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Table 1
in relation to position in the ord

[la] [Ea) [a] No )
1

Liait
within
which

it
varis

Average

Nua- Du-
ber rat-
of ion
ca-
sea

t Nua-
bar
of
C8-
80S

Du-
rat-
ion

Nun- Du-
ber rat-
of Jo*
CS-
SOS

Nua- Du-
ber rat-
of ion
ca-
ass

3 442 2 427 2 487 1 472 382-
495 4.20

3 307 3 390 1 442 2 337 330-
442 375

3 422 3 447 2 405 3 397 597-
45; 420

3 587 3 417 - - 3 36o 327i7
11 370

1 592 1 goo 5 522 2 505 472-
600 550

2 318 3 405 1 165 318-
4o5 360

1 375 2 352 1 247 .
, '

,
295 -

375 525

3 362 2 382 1 18o L)312-,
39R

360

330 3 347 2 252
. i

240-
347 270

1 . 4 j 1 487

4

1 270
f

435.*
592

-,

500

2 236 - - 236.-
377 320

2 198 1 - - 26o+-
290 255

3 255 1 36o 242-
36 o 505

3 i5o 2 322 247-
322 270

1 15o 1 292 t 150-
292 215

(-012 IN/173 /aJc 3

) 612
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Position in
the cord

R3A6o

VC OR SI Brit.1

Final 42o 375 420 37o 530

Before a
voiced con-
sonant

325 560' 270 500

Before a voice:
less consonant 320 255 305' 270 215

The difference in duration in relation to the degree of sono-
rity of the following consonant is not very obvious and seems to
be more consistent only in the speech, of OR (advanced).

In Brit.E. all the diphthongs are such shorter before a voi-
celess consonant than before a voiced one. The difference is-very
great, exceeding the general ratio of 2:3 mentioned in phonetic
studies (see 11, D.200). This difference can be accounted for by
the fact tnat the recorded modal pronunciation is rather "recher-
che", eapecielly meant to emphasize this very difference in du-
ration.

Table
Average duration of the English diphthongs

[el] , [ouj , [mts] -, DI] (in Skase, )

LI",:a19VLanguage

te 1 ] [ov]
, Cox ] tal] (o 11

litaill, Du-
bar rat-
of ion
Cl-
SS.

Num- Du-
her rot-
of ion
CS-
see

rum- Da-
bar rot-
of ion
CS-
SOS

Kum- Du-
bar rat
of ion
CS-
SOS

Du-Man- Do-
ber rats
of ion
CO-
SOS

Average
for
live
'posters

.

27o 22o

.

Soo 390 370

.

Average
4m.1 in mini-

sal pairs
(one
epeazer)

243 220 302

/

303

...

MO

4



Table 2 ( continuation)

Speaxer/
Languege

Led Lou/' Lau/ (al
,

DO
N um-

ber
of
C8-
ses

Du-
rat-
ion

.

N us-' Du-

ber rat-
of ion
Ca-
see

Mum-
ber
of
C8-
see

Du-
rat -'
ion

Hu m-

ber
of
ca-
see

Du-
rat-.
ion

Hum-
ber
of
ca-
888

Du-
rat-
ion

Average
f or a 11

rec aryl n-
c es( orie

sees *r)
4

200 222 302 310

..

36o

p

RA 7 306 8 346 7 347 9 365 9

1

352

VC 8 295 8 297 7 288 9 299 9 281

JR , 9 3o6 8
.

336 8 321 9 546 9 341

SI 8 256 9 266 9 268 9 281 9 281,

Brit. E 3 560 3 352 3 348 3 401 3 360

Average duration for a number of diphthongs has beedltobtain-
ea (averagi duration which resultsfro the duration of the diph-
tnongs preceeding a voiced consonant and that of diphthong, pro-
ceeding a voiceless one) for each separate subject, with view
to compering them with the average durations of the corresponding
diphthongs in Am.E, The average duration for Am.14 has been ob-
tained by measuring duration in minimal pairs which differ in re-
lation to the sonority of their final consonant (11, p.199-200),In
Table 2 one can see that while in Am.E there are marked differ-
ences in duration based in the nature of the diphthongs, in Roa.I
diphthong duration is more or less the same in the speech of, 'every

subject, being, therefore, of an idiosyncratic natures

The shorter duration of the diphthongs [C],[0U] as slavered
to that of other diphthongal is also mentioned in stu4fee by
other authors. "The formant durations of/s1/ and /IO( ere seen to
be s aewhat shorter than the corresponding ones off ax / and/aW.
The Ilhort durations of / ml / and / 01: / correspond to the general
conciption that they involve less articulatory Rovm'ant than
/at '/ and /au /" (5, p . 253) .
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I
Raamining the figures in Table 1 we can see that theAlph:- /

thongs (II] (in final position and when preceded by voiced
consonant), (E) andt.us] (in final positi tatere are no
similar diphthongs in Romanian) era relatively longer, as t y im-
ply a greater articulatory effort on.,t,A. of the speak r. The
tendency,in'such cases, is to pro group of s ds,'in-
stead of a diphtheng.

The fig.iree in Tab o drawl our attenti to the fpt
that there aretfor #rE phthongs [Ca] (befarl. voiceless conao-
neat) and[va] (beto-'re a voiced consonent),4orter durations than
those for other dipnthongs or for MAO apdiphthongs but in other
positions. These durations ere not. -.eluded in the average estiaat-
ion and tney were nowt taken account when we established the
limits witnin which diphth.- duration varies in relation to po-
sition in tole word. Th ,/'

eeson why we nave left them out is that
we Obtained the mentioned figures for diphthongs occurring
in longer wo general dissyllabic words) while most of the
examples in which diphthongs occur are monosyllabic words, Dura-
tion varies therefore, also in relation to word length.

The results of the measurement of the Romanian diphthongs ap=
pear in Table 3. One can see That variation in duvstion does not

Tab e
Diphthong duration in Romanian (in msec.)

rap..
..411111.

Speak.
er

Number
of

Cases
(j u] [ou] Lau] [ail [ei] [oil

Limits
within
which it
varies

Average

RA 2I 333 330 420 232 352 374, v232-374 340

VC 2 330 243 345 191 232 Soo 191-345 275
OR 2 425 401 453 282 333 449 282-453 390

SI 2 295 252 314 168 219 283 168-283 255

depend on the nature of the diphthong; as has already been mention-/

ed it is again idiosyncratic (longer durations for speakers RI,OR,
and enorter for speakers SI, VC). In the case of the diphthongs[ei]
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A Table. 4

Duration of linglisn'triphthongs (fn eec.) in relation
to their pcteition in the word

,,-"f'
p;ea

c

,,,0/"7(mtaj

Spou-Num
'ter

EaUs] (*Fs] [ova] Unsi
,

Limits
14,thin
which

it
varies

.

Ave-
rage

-Du-,
ber rst.ber
of ion
ices-

es

Num-Du-
rst.ber.rat

of ibn
cos-
to

Num:-Du-

of ion
aces-
es

Nun -Du-
-ber rat -ber
of ion
cols-

08

Num-Du-
rat

of ion
cee -

ea

Final

RA 3 530 3 537 3 477
.

3 54o 2 446 446-
540

;05
^

VC 3 47o 2 47o 3 462 498 2
-

325 325...

.498

,

445

OR 3 55o 3 510
.

.

3 480 2 482
.

,

2
,..----1.--

4-64 404.,

550

SI' 3 467 3 '432 3 440 3 382 .2 401 582-
467 425

,

azit..2
E

554 2 4495

'ir

3-

I

536 2 491 2 493 491-
554

/

5,15

Before
voi-

iced

conso-
nant

RA 3 454 3 345 3 '427
'

2 427 54.5-
454/

_

! 415

,.

VC 3 400 - - - 2

_

378
4

376-
400
/ ,,!..7L

OR 3 489 2 438
. 2 377 1 427 377-

489
*30

SI 3

.

372 3 310
.

.

2 362
.

2

* ./

390
,

310-,

,
390

Brit,
i

`1 390 1 .36o 1 345' 1 327 527-
,390

--

56

and Emil we obtained shorter durations than ror the other diph-

thongs, as a result of the length of the corresding words.

The'same goes for triphtboags. The results we obtained by

assuring triphthong duration i& English (Table 4) !how ,un that,
as in the caserof diphthongss

- there are no differenced in duration dep ending in the

tare of the triphthongsi
no-



- triphthongs re longer in word final position than before
s voiced conson ti 4

-tripht ong duration varies from one speaker to the others

it.is longer'in tne speech of RA. OR, and shorter in the speech
pt :,1, 'lc; ';

- triphthong duration is influenced by the length of the word

(see triphthong [mval ,[ova) , (ma) , before a voiced consonant).

't,4. FoPzant frequency of diphthongs

ani triphthongs in Fnglish

,5

la Tables 7 -18 we give the results of the torment frequen-

cy measurements for the vowels of the English diphthongs and triph-

twr:gs in i'om:;,- (as pronounced by speakers RA, VC, OR, SI) and in

Brit.? (Sops. have been.added to the average ffgurea)in contrast
with:

- diphthong trequencies in Am.E (we quote figures mentioned

by Holbrook and hairbanks11p.254, and Lehiste and Peterson, p.229
respectively);

- the torment' frequencies of the similar vowels in Am.N (men-

tioned by Feter:on and Birney,p.126, and by Lehiste and Peterson,

p.22
- the torment frequencies of the similar dipTonga (record-

ings of the speech of !4A, VC, OR, SI) or similar vowels in Roma-

nian ldate mentioned by A.Avrem, p.168, and V.Suteu, 0,194).

On the basis'ot the data one c" see that the movement of the

torments is.in general the same in Xhe case of the English diph-

thongs (triphthNgs) as pronounced_py Romanian speakers, and by a

native (British) English speaker, ilso in thgease of the diph-

t1iongs in American English and inthat of the similar diphthongs

in Romanian. As far as the foments are concerned, there argolot
niiierencsegreaLendu;!h to warrant the conclusion that, the diph-
thongs aentionsi in 1 (of 4) are more similar to those in Am.E

' or more similar to 4omanian diphthongs. When drawing conclusions

new should be more cautious than when one compares diphthong and

triphthong forwent frequencies with those of the similar vowels

in the two langSages, as it is obvious that a vowel which belongs

to a diphthong (triphthong) cannot be identical with a vowel ono-
phthang.

.
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The comparison of the ferment movement of Inglish diphthongs

(tripnthongs) in Roa.1 end in Brit,1 with those of the Romanian

diphthongs based of appotrogreas seems to us to be sore cOnolUsiVe,
In order to wheals' this fact we have superimposed the curves
which represent the foreant movement of all ipso:liens correspon
ding to a diphthong (triphthong) and we have thus obtained an eve=

rage curve (see figure 1-14). The figures give the average curves
in Roa.l for each separate speaker, two curves for grit.1 which
also illustrate duration variation in-relatton to the vo ing of
the following consonant, and only one average curve for he Roma-
nian diphthongs based in the speech of the four subje a. In gene-
ral, one can see that the curves which show the var tion in time
of the formants of the diphthongs in Roil are n rer to those
of the similar Romanian diphthongs than to those Brit.l.

gised on the analysis of the dots given i; the tables and of
the average curves for frequency variation w are entitled to make
a number of remarxs.

Tne final vowel in(ou] and CoLV1 end that in [et]
,

DI) are more diffuse (close) in Rom.1 than in Brit., and in
Aim.R both the vowels have a lower PI, while for [I) the upper
formante are also higher, and very close to the Romanian woweICil.
This fact has led us to the conclusion that while in Brit.' and
Am.l the final vowel is only indicative of the glide of the diph-
thong, final vowels with Romanian speakers are realised as such.

The diphthong [oil is olose to the Rossnian diphthong Liu)
both in Rom.R and in Brit.l. The data for ALI show that the
first vowel of the diphthong is CO) (see Table 5 and Fig.1.1 -
1.4).

The average curves of the formant movement show that there
is a narked difference in the duration of the various stages of =

the diphthongs and tripbthongs in Roc! as compared to the duret-
ion of the respective stages in Brit.l.

The curves of the diphthongs recorded for Brit.l slaw very
clear targets for both vowels, while the glide has a long dune-
tion, the foment/ movement taking a very slow glide. In the mate-
rial recorded,fr Rom.11 the target of the first vowel is relati-
vely long as aginst the duration of the whole diphthong,the glide
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is more sudden and shorter, while the target of the second vowel
is very short, almost Identical with the offglide. (In the case of

average curves the movement of the foments in onglide end off-
glide position is generally anulled.)

The vowels [I] and [U) are hardly outlined in the curves of
the trtphthongs in Brit.E , while initial and final vowels have

long easily delimited tOgets. InRom.E (I] and [LI] are represen-
ted by a characteristic segment while final vowels arevery short,
with the target hard to delimit, just as it happens in the case
of final vowels in diphthongs.

As for the value and movement of the formants of English di-

phthongs and triphthorms there is no noticeable difference between
1,4he material recorded with intermediate apeakers and the'one with
advenced,speakers.

5. Listenipg Tests

Ae considered it important to complete the remarks concer-
ning the acoustic features of diphthongs (triphthongs)in Rom.11 with
remarks based on audition impressions. Tests were taken to thin and
in which th listeners were asked to give the phonetic tran-scrip-

tion as exactly as possible.

The whdle material (the list'of words recorded by the ten sub-
jects) was listened to by one of the observers three times at an

interval of several months. The material recorded by subjects RA;
VC, OR, SI, on which the spectrograms are besed,wes given toe group

,of four observers frOm the Center for Phonetics and Dialectology,
who are adequately trained phoneticians and experts in phonetic
,transcriptiqn.

The audition started by giving the standard pronunciation in

Brit.V. The liatener,s noticed that for Rom.R it ie,in most cases,
better to use Romanian phonetic symbols, as sounds were perceived
to be closer to or 14enticel with the Romanian vowels and diphth-
ongs. For example [o] and were chosen where [a] and [a]

shodld ,haVe been pronounced. Discussions were held with the lis-
teners in connection with some notations and remarks.

The results of the.tests are briefly given below with the men-

tion that the notation and the remarks of the five listeners gene-
rally coincided:

v

e
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e. where there is a close diphthong in Romanian, the subjects in
most cases pronounced the Romanian diphthongs. The observers
:unanimously transcribed Lai] , tei) , (aul .

L013 was produced'in most cases, but in the case of a few
words the Isdvanced subjects and some intermediate subjects who

speak Hungarian and Gyrmen produised the initial vowol(o) or an '

intermediary sound bAween [0] and [0] .

The coat frequent notation for the diphthong DV] was Diu] i
while in the remaining cases the initial vowel was[e] or(C)
(only in the case of the advanced subjects).

b.. The English diphthongs for which there are no co1responding Ro-
manian diphthongs evidently reide m ifficulties for Romani-
an speakers. They were very trequentl pronounced indOrreot-
ly,reduced to a single vowel or pronounced as if there were
two syllables.

The diphthong [48] was in mostitfases pronounced Cozi or [Di]
tnere are no samples with these diphthongs with four of the
subjects.

Tne diphthong [ID] was in many cases pronounced [Al or [ai]
or as if there were two syllables.

(Ea] was frequently reduCad to [e] sometimes it was light-
ly open or pronounced as if there were two syllables.

Closer to the English standard was thelpronnnOin!ien of

two of the adsranced subjects and of the intermedist subjects
mentioned above.

c. Some of the most frequently confused diphthongs, partly due to
the fact that th; words Were not known, are the following:

(ov] instead of Dm/ tout
(In] instead of CEA hair, Ws
[Ea] instead of Da) in hoar'

instead of Emu) in P0.44'
[ue] - instead of [oa] ilja Dor

[oN]or[01,] instead of [ull.] in tpur, gourd.

d. No difference in the duration of diphthOngs was noticed de-.
pending on the voicing of the following consdnant. The ad-

:

vanced*subjects read a supplementary list id which special



attention *a to the difference in duration depending on
position _We .36 ). Although the words were arranged so as
to make o r aim plain. all the observers noticed that during
the audition,tbe length of the diphthongs was approximately
the sate with two subject's, that there was a slight difference
with the third - the diphthongs being longer in final position
or befOre a voiced consonant.

eve As regards triphthoaes there was almost no case o one being
%',pronounced as if it had been perceived to be closer to the

British standard.

Apart froi the difference in timbre of the target vowels in

initial and final position, manifest in the case of ,diphthongs

too, there were differences in pronounciation from Brit.)! in
the case of the vowels CI) and (11,]'. In this respect we quote
J.D.U'Connor (9) : " (aim) . This combination is often very
badly pronounced. We have already seen that the second pare of
the diphthong (`si) is (i) and in the word 11/ this(, i) can be

heard quite clearly, but in listening to the word Um it will
be noticed that the ( ) is not at all clear: it is hardly
there at all, end it sounds wrong if it is clearly pronounced.
Indeed many English people not pronounce ( i) in this com-
btnation at all".

Reffilian speakers clearly pronounce ti] ens [J] (se Fig.lo-
14), the tendency being to pronounce two sylleblee.

f. There were no important differences, save for some accidental
ones, between the reeding of the 'dords on the randomised list,

on the one hand, and the reading Of the list of pair-words,ton
the °tier hand.

g. No cases of possible confusion, of the type mentioned by J.D.

O'Connor, were discovered, save for some accidental ones, when
the words were unknown.

xxx

On ihe basis of our analysis regarding acoustic aspects and
audition we conclude that the differences in the pronunciation of
Romanian speakers compered with the pronunciation in*B0t.1 and
ALE result from:
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Tsblit 6
Tne torment treqalinciAge (in cps. ) of tne vow.is of

the Anglian dipntnong Co.v3end those of the
omenien diphthong ( ea ]

Speemer/
language

Mazher
of

cases

F

I I III

RA 7 840 43o 1290 82o ~ 2450

VC 7 ,820 420 1300 890 2430 -

jR 8 85o 465 133o 93o 2415 -

SI 9 ' 810 36b 127o. 97o 2500 -

Brit. 8 3 865 54o 1475 97o 2265 -

Am. E

77o 610 1400 888 2695 224o

655 510 1255 910 252o 2415

655 415 1235 870 5 2225
Rom.[au] 8 790 43o 1295 825 252o -

'etc" 20: 1,^r 4,1; 50e -5

F -J.g.2-1. The diphthong 1406.53 in Rom.3 1.1
(pronounced by RA, VC, OR, SI)

t

JO
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3000 r

0
'00 POO XV 400 MS

Fig.'''. The diphthong [o v] in Roma
(pronounced by RA, V0,0,121I)

cps

3000

1000

500 ms

1

Fid.1.2. The diphthong Coy) in

I

Fig.1-14. The average ouivem illustrating the
variations in time of the torment frequencies

of diphthongs and triphthongs
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411"
Tae tormant irevtiscLps (in cps.) of tea vowels of

the Nnglish diphthong Co.v.) and those of the
- 4coacanian diphthong (au 3

Speaser/
language

Nuzber
of

Cages

r
, I 'II III

RA 7 840 450 1290 82o 245o

VC 7 82o 42o 13oo 890 243o -

OR 8 85o 465 1330 930 2415 -

SI 9 ' 810 36b 127o. 97o 25oo -

Brit . II 3 865 540 1475 70 2265 -

Aa.E

770 610 1400 888 2695 2240

655 510 1255 910 2520 2415

655 415 1235 87o 21,15 2225-
Roa.[au] 790 43o 1295 825 252111 -

WC'

ror ZOO IN 400 WC A'S

v

;7.2:1. The diphthong C4mul in Roa. E
(pronounced by RI, VC, OR, SI)

S
JJ



A

ig:2.2. The diphthong (e.u] is Brit.1

NO NI XS

Fig.2.3. The Romanian dipbtkoas (4,03
(pienomnoed la U, VC, OR, 0 I)

JO



Table 7
The Inman frequencies (in cps. ) f the vowels of thee

Dag ism diphthong [it) snd- Those ofthe
RJmenian diphthong -Cei3

.3-,,easer/ 1

language
Number

of
cases

F

I II III

:4_, I 7 520/ 350 2190 2475 2705 5040

iC 8 470 320 1990 248o 2610 3025

uR
1 9 510 390 266o 2350 265o 2850

SEI q 1 8 490 360
e

2015 245o 263o 295o

Brit . E 3. 615 390 195o 23o5 270o 2810

Am. E ,5o 400 2032 2228 2650 2710

Roa. [ei] 43 5oo 390 2090
A

2450 2665 3o60

Table 8
The torment frequencies (in c pe. ) of the vowels of the

Fingiish diphthong Co.13and those of the
rioaunian diphthong [al]

Spearer/
language

Number
of

F

I II III

RA
4.

82o 390 13oo 2235 2330 3olo,

VC
.

9 875 415 1545
i
.430 2350

)
2970

JR 9 865 465 126o 198o 2400 285o

SI 9 75o ulo 1350 217o I 2450 272o

Brit .13 3 865 5oo 144o 2o15 238o 27oo

Aa)1.--

750 572 128o 1942 273o 2668

665 485 12oo 1790 2549 245o

loo7oo 375 1315
_.r --

1975 2360 2585

Roe. r,a1}. 8
i . 790 430 1370 245o 2415 3095

L
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Fig. 3.1. The diphthong itz 3 In. Dos.
(pronounced by RA, C, OR, 111)

Fig. 3. 2. The diphthong (et) in Brit.,

Fig. 3. 3. The Ronenian diphthong 1*1.)
(pronounced by RA'. VC, (R, si

58
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Fig.4.1. The diphthong (a=] in Rom.1
(pronounced nj RA, VC, OR, SI)

Fig.4.2. The diphthong kl]in Brit.1

% 74.4.3. The Roaanian diphthong yil]
(pronounced by RA, VC, OR, 81
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Table 9

The forwent frequencies (in cps.) of the vowels of the
English diphthong [oI3 and thees_of the

Romanian diphthong [oi]

.

Speaker/
language

Number
of

, cases

..

F
i

1

I , II III

RA 9 520_ 350 Lilo , 2240 255o 2890

VC 9 - 58o 36o 1o75 2180 237o 274o
-.

OR 9 58o 450 goo 217o ..

,

2810

SI 9 54o 33o- lo5o 214,o 2'So 270o

Brit 3 650 590 97o 1875 245o 2650

An.11

552 512 835 19o& 2525 2492

6510 505 900 1610 2510 2425

550
,

37o 4 950 1830 2255

-.

2485

Rom. [oi)
.

8 560 360 1080 25842
.

2485. rggo

Table 10

The foraant freqmencies (in cps.) of the vowels of 'the

AInglish diphthong 2a compared with those pi the In-

glish.vowelsti] 3 and of the Romanian vowels
9 and [A]

Speaker/
language

Number
of

oases

2
a
a$

I

F

II III I

,

II III

Diph-
thongs

RA 7 [1] 36o 2315 3025 [a)

'''.505

57o 1910 2490

VC 6 340 2345 3010 590 1470 2530

OR 9 400 222o 286o 55o 1670 2350

SI 9 370 .2195, 2715 540 1625 2550

Brit., 3 540 2025 27400 54o 1510 2623

Volg,1%

,'

,

AICA-

390 -1990 2554
.

15 1750 ,2470 610 1185 2565

410 )1p5 2415

,

1155 2255

Roa. IL 517 -21125 294o, (10, 496 1479 2746

S -



Mai

Fig.5.1. Thee diphthong [ni] in Roa.R
(pronounced by RA, VC, OR, 81)

Fig5.2. The diphthong [32) in Brit.R

Py
POO NO 4W NO PP

Fig.5.3. The Roaenien diphthong loi]
(pronounced by RA, VC, }111-,-- siy

61
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INNS

Fig. 6. 1. The diphthong [I 63 Ron. 11
(pronounced by RA, VC, OR SI)

1
0............%

I" at

Fig. 6. 2. The. diphthong tie) in Br t.11

),.

rig. 7.1. The diphthong t Ea) in gen.].
(pronounced by RA, VO,OR, SI)

Cai ftgon rat *

b2



c3
3000

2000

300' 100 3GID i0ms

fig.7.% The diphthong [Ea) in prit.11
5

Teb14 lk
The formant frequenci (in cps.) of the vowels of the

. &iglieh diphthong Lea compared wi.th those of the in-
vliah vowels Li) d LZ) and of the, . Roitekttian vowel.

cel and t A 3

Speixer/
language.

.Nuitter
. of
cases,

g
(

I F
.

4
-P

1 II III I II III

Dish-
thongs

RA 5 Et)

,

670 1940 . 2665 tal 570 1515 246o

VC 5 510 1490 2590 590 1385 226o

OR
.
6 -585' 2025 2730 '580 153o 2305 .

BI 8 490 1935 -265o 625
1-

245o

8r1t.1 '3
-I..
615 '41734 2595 615 1370 2520

towels
4

M.

550 184o 28o
570 1610 .:2465 610 -1185 2565 .

54o 7o5 2415 585 1155 2255

Roa. t 03 398 9 34 , 2754: Eil 496 1479. 276

63

F.
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Table 12

The foment frequencies (in cps.) of the vowels of the
Rnglish diphthone. [ia] compared with those of the En-
. glish vowels Do] and [a] and of the Romanian vowels

[IA] and (a] '

Speaxer/
lanv,unge

Number
of

Cases
B
a

F -F %
t

i . 11 Hi
--1:

1
.

II III'

.upn-
tnonF,,q.

lium.g -14 tv3 445 915 2305 La]

..

514o 1410 245o

Brit. E 4 ' 5t b lobo 238o 580 14o5 2595

Vowels

Am.!? k

, .440 IO2o 224o
k

.

45o 98o 256o 610 1185 2565

400 1015 2090 585 1155 2255

Rom. ICA 339 85o 2507 [A] 496 1479 2746

Table 13
. -

The foment frequencies (in' cps.) of the;vowels of they
English diphthong [3a] compared with those" pf the En-
glish vowels L31 and [,,,] and of the Rcimanian vowels

[03 arid A3

, Speaker/
language

Number
of,

'Cases

11

i
0

F ;', ..1

i
.

r
.

.-1 II 'III II
,
III

Diph-
thonga

Rom.E 5 E33 490 935 a.-3 500 140o . -

Brit.E 3 615 935 2415 580 1130 2595

Vowel's
'

As . 1

590, 84o 2410
'

505 880 2525 610 1185
4 ,

2S5

590 915 .3565 585 1155 2255

Ron. " 103, 413 / 84) 2999 (A3. 496 1479 2746
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Table 14
The torment frequencies (in cps.) of the.vowels of the
fa fish triphthong Ca.al compared with ttte En%lish vo-

,
wile ps-j c 13 , and ( a , and the Romanian vowels [ aj,

[iJ and LI)

Speater/
language

Num.
ber
or
CS-
sea

.c,
a
5
0

F

1:1
g
o
co

F
w

',0
g

vci

F

s4 1 I ---4 II

,

I. xi iii 1 II m
.

1

444

ft.1 6 (A

.

790 1 265 2160 (I)

-

46o 1875 258o (a) 58o 15 35 2410

VC 6 73o 1375 2315 48o 194o 258o 565 154o 2416

OR .. 6 805 14 30 2310 5o0 2o10 2780 610 1570 2515

B1 - . 6
,

9o45 14,7,2.,01f,' 525 1985 2675 615 1630 2525

Brit .E 3 865 1295 2415, -58o 1655 '2555 580 1 335 2555

c,-4

i
Am. E

73o 1090 244o 390 1990 255o

645 1110 254o1 415 1750 247o 4.1.01185 2565

665 1145 252o
4

'410 1755 2415 585 1155 2255

Rom. (a) 703 1278 2622 (1) 317 2225 294o[I1)496 1479 2746

Table 15

The torment frequencies (in cps.) of the vowels of the
English triphthong [eve) compared with those of the En=
glish vowels 14.3 ,Cu) , and (. a) and the Romanian vowels

(a) u) , and 1. )

Speaker/
language

Num-
ber
of
CS-
see

g
g
v)

F

0
v.)

F

0

F

I II III I II au i II III

1

II

RA 6 [0.1790 1295 2195 (u) 465 935 - (a)615

.1.

'580

1440 2485

VC 770 1 350 252o 46o 915 - 64o 1250 2390

OR 5 755 137o 2 310 450 910,-'- ; 54o 145o i2290

Br 6 745 1390 2510 510 loo5 21'7o 65o 1420 235o
-

Brit.3 3 790 1295; 245o lobo..58o lobo. 2425. .---...-- 1295 2485
4.......2....., -
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Table 15 (continuation)

Speaker/
language

Num.
ber
of
CS-
see

co

F
,.. i .0

1
co

F
,

1
en

F
$

II Ili I II III I II

-

III

m
.-t

Am.11

0m3 73o logo 2440 N.) 44o 1020 224o (J

''645 1110 2540 45o 980 236o 10 1185 2565

665 1145 252o 400 1015 2090 85 11.55 2255

Nom. [a] 703 1278 2622 (u) 539 850 2507 (1) 96 1479 2746

.1. The diphthongtv4] in Roa.l.
ronouncecLby RA, VC, OR, SI)

1414.8.2. The diphihongtva .in it.11

V.
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'-
1001 aAO 400 MAD AS

Fig. 9.1. the diphthong (.04) in Rm.
( pronounced by RA, VC, OR) A.

61116.9. Z. The diphthong Chi] in hilt . I

Pig. 10.1. TRe tripht hang (a.1.4] in Rom.
( pronounced by RA, VC, OR, 81)

/

/
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Fig. lo. 2. The tripbt hong 1.143 in Brit. I

,.

Fi6.11.1. Tit triphthoitg to.00) In Ron.'
(prono ced by RA. VC, pRi SI)

3IN

7/

1

AV I*

.2. The triphihongto.uel in Britt.=
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Tsbre.,16
The Forwent frequencies ( in tps. ) of the Vowels of the
anglish triphthong Leta compared with the Itnglish vo-wels [e] (.13, snaA. , and the Romadian vowels(i) , and(g)

Speaker/
language

T
Nun-
ber
of
C.a.,.
aes

C

.

.__

F, F

1
o
ro

F

I II
o

I II III I II III

ci
ff
xo

I.
r-4

kA 3 t e3 54 19 95 ( I)
.48o

.

4 30 2230 2880 (a)

j

58o 1585 2555
VC 3 515'201' 30 2110 2560 610 1380 2380
pfi 5 0 208o \irbo 395 2325 289.4 510 166o 2619
SI
,--

3 o 2105 2675 54o 2310 2785 615 157o 24.4of

Brit 3 615 173o 2625 Soo 1835 270a 58o 137o .2529

!
It.'

3. E

'(,£) 53o 184o 248o 390 1990 255a

)70' 1610 24..5 615 1750 a 610 1185 2565
54o 17o5 2415 410 175 2415 585 1155 2255

Nom.- le) 398'1934 2754 E. 1) 317 2225 4001 496 1479 2746

Table 17 .

The -foment frequenCies (in spa.) of the vowels of the
ftglish triphthang tOVi). compared with those of the a-guish vowel sCo] , C , and aj and the Romanian vo-

vela ( 0) , u) , and I.. i3

Speaker/
Language

..

um-
ber
of

as-
see,

m

'
m

F , -

1o
co

P if ,

I II III I II III0 I II III

0

fi (03 36 1455 258 (v) '52o

)43o

980 - (2 1305 27 ,2. 2 435 975 ME=
Ell
all.

5o0 loo5 -

g"'

410 114 4o 2345 =raz 1080 2195 =
r ;
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Tabie 17 (continuation)

Speaker/
Language

NuJw.s,

be

of
cs-

r

ses

I
1
el

r

1
in

r

1m

7

1 II III 1 II In I II, III

A
IRom.

Am. R

.

,

(3]

.

57o, 84o 2410 [U] 8144.0 1o20 2240 Ls),

505 880 25 450 980 2360 610 1185 2565

590 2365 woo 1015 213900 585 1155 2255

79.2746 t 10 339 850 25o a96 1479 27146

3 9841 2597
.. , ---" -,.

Table 18
. , ,

, .The formant frequencies (in cps!. }-of the vowels of the
1041ish triptithong ipia1 compared with those of the %-
Wok v000141 ( 31 , 1) , sad[ a) sad the Romanian vo-

*els to] i) and I
-

Speteje
long

4csi-

bum-er
of

see

I II III I II III I II III

IIVC

MA 4 (13 112o 2 t 1) [al

iiR5

545 148o 2510

4

3.
:Mil= 70 1815 25 590 1375 2360

b =CS 1890 25 399 1515 2491

BI 4 MEE= = 55o 1405 2390

Grit .1 3 = = 4$. 1335 2625

Am. R

, EN= = 1

880 /5 15 1750 24 610 1115 2565

. 965 2 10 1755 2415 1155 2255

Ron. (0) 13 984 259 i c 1 225 294. 1.096 1004 27446

I;'

4.

wee
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rate

i.
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4011 MI NI ate

Fig . 12. 1. The tri hthoag (e la) in Rote.!
(pronounce RA, VC, OR, SI)

..rrr

tre

ae 7CW 3IW 4II AI rV

Fig. 12. 2. The t ripht hong 133 AIP Brit.!.

.7.01

men:

at
are spy sx,*:

Fig. 13. 1. The triplithong Cova3aa acts. 1
(pronounced by RA, VC, OR, 81)
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PO:

Fig.13.2. The triphtliong[o 4] in Brit.!

Fig.14.1. The triphthong [3Ia1 in Roa.1
(pronounced by RA, VC, OR, SI )

P1g.14.2. The triphthon4?143 in Biit .3
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NOTIS CN THE.0

.

ANT [5] IN ROMANIAN AND MULISH*

by Anna Ulivi

,
,

)

lb.Nefori presenting the resultsvfour observations, we find '...

j2

it adequate to mention some o the opinions of the Romanian and,
foreign linguists on salsa' so ds, in general, and on the C')
sound, in special. .111

,

Joseph !lachak establishes the phonological relation between
jni pact] in two large diachronic and synchronic studies, an
the phonenatic value of tip in modern linglish.1

Most of the research'workers Of Mulish have asidered the
nasal consonants [n] and (l) " ... as p icularly Gleam and
convincing instances of speech-soundt possess g the status Of
separate phonemed in that anguage, while in e other languages
(such4e4 Italian, Spaniah zech, Hungarian) were variants of oneie,

andAhe ease ,phoneme. As- commonlY known, in thi latter long=
diiei the velartll only occurs before the velar c sonanteDj.
[g] , to the exclusion of the alveolodental [n] hick never oc-

ours in such position, while in Mod both (n) andEllcan be
found in perfectly identical environments and, consequently, can
diffseentifite word,meanings".2 ,

In Vle two works mentioned above, Vachek sainteins the idea
that in donteaporel Inglinh(1) appears as an independent pho-

.nerve.

As a sotivation, the author brings the older tendency of the
iveglish language of simplifying t group Ilfsj into VI] before a
-consonant "It can even be supposed the simplification of

*
Motes-on the Phon - tic Value of he M dem lish

onour 0 n ones, ...e. + P.
Phone's. of M..ern Iftgliolh,.Brno Stddies in Eng'
i9b4, p.46-54.

2 J.Vachek, Noted .,,.., 4).191.;

r)

a.
rel
61111,
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[1g) before a consonant into 11) was actually prompted by the
tendency aimed at consolidating the position of theCil as an in,.
dependent phoneme"of the language, and that the vaccilation be-
tween [If and 1.1g3 , may be regarded as manifestations of
that,tendtncy. Yet the situations in the present-day standard
distinctly reveals that, in the long run, the tendency failed to
achieve its purpose".3

Thus, the changing of [ 1)g] into L-911 in words like slim,
aiming, can be looked upon ,"... as an attempt to increase those
positions in ,which the[' ] was allowed to occur, and thus as an at-
tempt to consolidate the position of [1] as an independent pho-
neme of English".4

In Romanian, the phonological position ortml callipered with
that of [ n] is established by' Ri.Vasiliu in the chapter 22.47.

trastive Distribution, in the work Romanian Phonology5 " ....' in
Romanian, before's velar consonant [k) , [§) there normally ap-'
pearge[13 sound; there also exists the pronunciation [nJ :

tbanki] , instead of the normal pronunciation . We say
that [n] and [11 are in contrastive distribution,but not in cos,
mutation relation as well, since in Romanian there is no pair of
words whose expression distinguishes itself only through the fact
that one orthe words contains a [n] and the other one .E.91
Two terms 14 contrastive distribution, which are not in commutat-
ion relation are in free variation relation.

This is, in fact, the situation of [n] andll] in Romanian.
. Emil Petrovici shows that, from an articulatory point 9f view,

In] 4,.Lic-1 represents in Rommiian, as well as in all the langua-
ges where the group nasal velar exists, a hotorminia groups"Dans
le groups d[ n] [k-] , 4e reieveaent de is partie postdriture
du dos de is langue pour eller se collar contre le palate sou it
pour former l'*occiusion du 1k] doit coincider avec 11 ,reavo-

3 Lbidem, $. 199.
4 Ibidem,T.198.

5' Wm.-Vasiliu, Fonologia limb e, Bucursipti, 1965, p.32-33.
6 'bide:1,02.

(c)
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Rent du voile du palais, ce qui censtitue un des moments de is
,.--

---
mitastase de 1' [nl.... D'habitude cependant, l'articulation TS-
laire prickle le reavement du voile du palate. Il as produirs
donc on son de passage qui sere nasal at aura une articulation
velaire. Celui-ci aupplantera peu a peu Inl , puisqu'il est
plus fort, et/lint appuye rau [kJ suivant, avec lequel it form.
1.1n groups homorgane".?

Since [1] exists in ether languages ae well, we shall make
a few remarks on the situation of this consonant in other lang-.
uages different from those which make the object of our work.

In Italian, for instance,
"The occurrence of Ell is com-

pletely predictable in terms of surrounding sounds: Italian Ull
occurs as the only 4tual sound before /k/ or 4/ but nowhsri
else".8

In German, the presence of the phoneme [1] is also due to
the fact that it appears only when followed by ve are,"Die RIJN-
tenz des Phonemes /1/ wird gewdhnlich sus den lel .den Yinimal-
pearen irschlossen ;

[ba,] - [ban] , [rah)- [rani vela] - ['vans] ,
bang --,Bann, rang - renn, Mange -Wanne
[.111/ = [f lim] , man) - zin n3 ,

schling - schlimm
' Bingen - airmen

[dul) - [due ], [la") g1 - [18m] ,

Dung - duam lang - Lamm
jklEql - Liclam] , Otrall - (Strati 9

Klang - klamm etrang stra=in

In his study, A Phonologic and Acoustic Classification ofPolish Vowels lo
, W. Jansen Shows that by recognizing the exist=

7 Motile Petrovici, De la nasalite en rgiumein, Recherches exo4-risentalR, Cluj, 193o, p.27.
8 Frederick B.Agard, -Robert J. di Prieto, The Bounds of 1140.4411and Italian, contrastive Structure Series, The University of,Chicago PresI, 1969, *p.33.
9 Alexander V.Iesdenko, Der Phonologiehe Statue dee vilaren Ne-gals Deutschen, Zeifschrift (Ur Phonetik Spreamiseen -schaft and kommunicationsforechung,

Akademie Verlag, Berlin,1/3, 190, P.83.
lo Zeitschrift fUr Phonetik, XI, 1958, 4, p.298-3213.

10
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once of the phonons Al/ in Polis4, the necessity of introducing
i "juncture phoneme" int0A1W1. systole is eliminated. "A pair like
Ironical i rike which is ihonsmatioally Wrirnka3 tisalka]
in the Northern Standard has so terbium interpreted Ss having *
a juncture phonons (called norphonena boundary) in the former
case and no juncture phonons in the latter. It has been main-
tained that /n/ is represented by [1] directly before /4E/ or
/Li, and by [c] juncture plus /kJ or /fi/ . We Submit that

the two cases differ by'the opposition /1:1/".11 Thus, the terms,
of the pair discussed above have no identical,but different phoT

<

Experimental Research. Results

In what will follow weshall try to present the results we
have arrived at by means of a spectrographic analysis of,the con-
sonant[i] in the English words pronounced by Romanian speakers;
the consonant [Mein these words was compared with the[n] in the
English speakers' pronunciation and with the (eV in Romanian.

We have examined 20 recorded cases, the number of the sub-
jects with whoa we worked for the recordings on the spectrOgraph
being threefor the Romanisd words and foutfor the English one-s.12

Before mentioning the,list of the analysed lord', there
should be mad; slew remarks on the_ possibilities of occurrsnos
of the consonantm 'in Romanian, in Onglishand- in other lang-
uages.

:

Thus, in Romanian, as well as in English, the conionant DI)
,

appears in ,different contexts, never initially.

11 Ibiden,A2.3o5

'12 The subjects used for 0 uncing-the English words were stu-dents of the English and omen deptssgrouped, from the pointof view oftheir knowledge of Englishtin two categories; mk-vanced --F,F - 19 years old, OR 20 years old and 'tediumUI-7-2oyeers old, DX 26 years old.

13 Andrei.Avra shows that.". the phonetic segment orthogra-phically represented by 1:.+ it Or 21, very Afton corresponds
to a single sound, dknelytiO-a syllabic nasal" (df. ttorso 4onologiol a lui 11.3 initial Ln WA* r
st dialectoIogia, IV,)1962, p.41). The maieriertion :trimthe ALR is concl&sive in this respectsEWACWe3 AIR 1,1

0
ti 3
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4

In English, tde.final position is a "familiar context" for[,731.,14
BeSide this position, in English " /1/ occurs usually

after the short vowels/1,-1,-0, A/, rarely after /s/ ".15 The-con-
nection between the pOssibilities of octurrance of the velar 19] ,

in English, within the vocalic context is mentioned by Daniel
Jones. 16

In the introduction we have made a few remarks on the situat-
ion, of [1] in Italian and German. The essential difference among
these foor languages, in as fsr as the,context in which the nasal
velar appears is concerned, is the following: "t1 appears finally
and before a vowel in 'English and in German and is not net in
this position in Romanian and Italian.

The list of the words, grodped according to the position of
the consonant we are dealing with, is, in the case of the English
words: things, thinks, context ylc, anger, singer? finger,lonK0r,
hanger, context ylv. and longing, banking, elm,/ giis,h1m7
lag, banning,, context -

For the Romanian words, the contexts taked:Cihto account were
V...kV, banca, V...gV, 111114 and 1...g a , gitim,
MEE.

The 'Measurements were made on sections peitormed in the can- .
tral region of the segment corresponding to the durition of the
respective consonant. In some instances, for technical reasons,
the section ie nearer to the beginning or the ending of the con-
sonant [71

. (continuation page 77)

p.119, MN (question 56o4), p.1921[1]1:[71cui] ALR II 1,p.119,MN (question 38o3), Pq.219, nokidgl , ibid., p.119,
(question 3803), p, 76 (cf. A.Avram, op.cit., p.11).Thus[1.1

,which can be interpreted either as a variant of In/ or assit achievement of the archiphoneme /N/ , makes tE. phonetic
segmentrapelt in or im to correspond to a single phonological
unit (Ibidem, p.lo).

Andre Malecot, Acoustic Cues for Nasal Consonants, Language,32, 1956, p.277."

15 A.G. Giason, Introduction to the Pronunciation of Englishchapter The English Consonants-Nasal Reim loos, ndon, 1965,p.192.

16 An Outline Of English Phonetics, chap. The Eultsh Nasal Con-
sonants, Cambriage, 1967, 9.17o.

t
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When we could not determine a foment with certainty, on the

narrow-band section, we have used the wide-band spectrogram, de-

termining the first three torments of the consonant which formed

the object of our discussion.

The results of the measurements are presented in the follow-

ing tables. The tables represent a synthesis of.the measurements

for the 6 subjects : the inferior and the superior limit of the

frequency variations of the torments and of their medium valUed

for the respective consonant are indicated:17

',English words
Table 1

Record-
ed

words

F1
F
2

1PF
F3

Number

cafee l
.

,

Number
of

nesse
.4,

Number
of

cases
H
s

'things 4
%

216-288

/la

4 7924/8o

21k

a4 152o-234o

lga

thinks

--:.......7

.

4 216-252

Alp

4 792-1o8e

9.51

-,

4

.

ik

.

150e-2o90

. MI

x Since the results,of the measurements for the advanced and
the medium stage subjects are identical or have ,very close,
values, we have grouped them the sass table.

17 We found the tyRicaladistribution of the torments of thelh-
glish nasal consone , and as such, that of 1"j/ as 'olio in
J. tacprowskiss work Synte oolscch spormaekliosewypb,:,sa
Rozprawy Elektrotechnicsne , 1963, p.45 .
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Record-
ed

words

.

F
2 F3

Number
of

cases

-

H
z

f

Number
of

cases i!L .

Nulger

casesanger. 4
r -4

216-252
gl

4 86tro8 4 14-194441

singer 4 216
' 216;

4

4

792-1080

10
i
64-108o

4 112

4 1728-1800
1ZEI

1728-23°4
1222.

finger 4 216-252

a?1

longer 41 216 -25? 4 720-456 ,
864

4
.

1656-1872
.1.2tk

hanger' 4 216-288
ga :

4 720-1008
Ili

4 1588-1872
1783

Table 3

Record-
ed

words

,

F
1 F3

Number
of /

cases
H
z

Number-,
of

cases

.

.

H
z

___

Number
of

oases
fc- H

s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

longing 4 216
216

4

.

720-1080

924
4 144o -1944

1.42.1,

banking 4 216-252
' g12.

4 :1a0-1008
844

4 1512-18do
1§2i

sing 4
_ 216

216
4 7,20 -1080

.§.§g
i,

144°4376
29E

fink ' 4 216-252
gg2(

>

,

' .

, 72o-1584
1026

144 -2376'

,

.14

a
.

.4

0
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Table 5 (continuatiOn)

1 2 3

,

4 5 6

gong 4

..,

. /

216-252

.?...?1

4 0-1008
ELI

4 ,. 1440-1872
ha

banging
,

..

e 4 216
216

4 792-108o
'21t

'4 1892-2376
p7o

banning 4 216-252
22 2

4 72o-loo8
844

4 1512-1728
kiaft

Romanian wordsX

Table 4
V __kV

Record-
ed

words

F
1 F2 F

3

Number
of

cases

,

H
z '

NuMber
of

cases
H
z

Number
of

cases

.

bane& 3 2161
216

3

'

792-1008
§99

1728-2088
lazy

lunci 3 21b
216 .

3 792-1008
91

3 1724 -2160

ail

x Since the Romanian Words recorded by the analyzed subjects
for the English words could not serve the comparison be-
tween the English and the Romanian [1] , we made new re-,
.cordings,with three research workers from the Phonetical'
and Dialectal Research Centre (MC 1 26 yearmold, CB a 28
yzere old, LT - 32 years old).

Table 5
V_ LaV

Record-
ed

words

F
1 P F /1 F

3

Number
of

cases =,.

H
z

/

Number
of

cisee 0 _

Number'
of,of

case*
H
z

1 2 3 / 4 5' 6 . ,7

ling( 3

.,.

.

216
216

4

.

720-870,
29.i

3 1800-2088
12§a

., .f

Cif 0.94/911 Fos(

C_2
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Table 5.?(Continuation)

1 2 3 9 5 6 7

lungA
.

3 216-288
24.o

3 792-1o08
864

3 1800-216o.'

.1984

Table 6

1

liecord-i
ed

..15s

F
''1 ,

F2 r3

4umber
of,--..._

ca.ses --t-N.
H
z

A

Number
of

'Cr:1W
H
z

Number
of

ca.SIZS
. H

kiting
1

3 t16-252
228

3 792

222.
/' 1994-2088

ait
.

gong 3 216
216

3
e

, .

792-loo8
9.12

3 1800 -2088.

1210

. In Preliminaries to Speech Analysis 18 , R.Jekobson, C.Gunnar,

M.Fant and Aorris H Ile, discuss in the chaPter Resonande Features,

the nasal consonant within the opposition compact-diffuse.

The T,21)7 consonant belongs to the category of compact conso-

nants, having from an acoustic point of vies the following chorale:

teristics: "In the consonants compactness is displayed by a pre-

dominant formant, centrally located, as opposed to phonemes in

which a non- central region predominates. The compact nasals have

I: dominant forment region between the charaCIP.istic nasal Vor-
manta (200 cps and 25oo cps)".19

For the first formant, the forwent ve*esi recorded in the f-

'ease of ttie English words, have veried,b0man 216 - 23* Hs, and

for the last foment (the third one), between 1608-2070 Hs.

14,

We found the highest values for [I] in final position,namely

F.
3

a varied between-2o34H
z

and 207o H
11-%

Similar results have also been obtained for [10 in final po-
sition in Romanian (F

3
having the value of 1968 H

z'
respectively

18 Acoustic Laboratory, Massaohusets,.Institute of Technology,
1952, p..26-29. ,o

19 'bider, p.27.

N.

b3
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2o56 Hz in the Romanian words :kiting, pals.

For the other contexts, although different, we have obtained
similar results in value, both in English and Romanian.

From the paint of view of the contrastive analysis the pro-
nunciation of final [o.1] , by the Romanian speakers, in Engliel
word); represent en an interesting situation.

The exaaining of the sc>negraao shows that in the English,
worths, when pronounced by .the Romanian speakers the final [1] ,j
when it is not correctly rendered, is replaced, more Perely,with
(dental)2° n or, more often, by the group Col g .

From the point of view of the distribution of the two nasals
in Romanian, bot4 situations correspond to whet is "normal" for a
speaker of Romanian.

[17 nes been rendered by tae speakers of Romanian who have
been tested, by Log g , in contexts which were not -familiar
to them, (V" C), acc to the habits linked *ith their mother
tong4. .*

In sots of the above- aentioned cases, we haie noticed, on the
sonograms, that beside the formant structure characteristic of
tne so-called velar nasal, there existed s3ecific spectral con-
figuration of a plosive (Lig]) included in the spectrum of the Ro-
manian ['a] .

2o- Cf. V. tefinesou-DrEglinesti, Contrastive, Analyele _of thg Con-
sJnegts of Floiglisla and" Romanian, The Hwasnian Uglish Contra-
stive Analysis Project. FGsports and Studies, Bucharest, 1971,
p.103 : the Romanian subjects which have been testedt can
river pronounce the allophone /t/ in final position.Following
this, thing is pronounced as thin Iein/ , that/ tonkve as
to / t A n/ /es /DA / 4-4.4ThThe same way, we can mention the difficulties encounteredby the French speakers and of those Of the German speakers,aswell, when pronouncing the Bo.glish . In French, fitr in-stance there exists the tenigafices to replace it

by the palatal nasal pi , especially than a front_ vowel
precedes. 71 is the ordinary French)qt souillVas in
(AO' to French people have to riieaber that for NIUE!glish 1, the contact of the 'tongue with the palate is sunkfurther back than for the French gt ..It is often useful forthen to practise the sound with the south very bide open"'

(D.Jones, optcit., p,171 -172). The Gamin speakers. learninglEtIglian" ... have a tendency to replace final 1;_t by the se-.quence 1, thuiconfUsing ,for instance it [sin) andsi x] . This defect may be remedied by pronouncing f; very long, thus Lail . (Ibidem, p.172).

3

bi
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This tsituationhms direct isplication on the duration: gene-

4Wrally long'er, in the case of the English 172 , as compared with

the Romanian r2,21, , whicn' is snorter, because a part. is represent-

ed by tne plosive [g]

English wordez

Table 7

1 Context Number of cases . Average

V - C 2 156,2 ms.

V-1 4 118 . ms.

158,8 ma.

Table 8

Context Number of cases Average

7__ kV 2 112 as.

V__ gV 2 158,7 ms.

..g.# 2 1.2,2 ma.

x Re have taken into account a number of words which
Included the three contexts under consideration.

Conclusions t

.1. Both in Romanian and in English the T71 consonant appears

in differt9t contexts and nevertinnitially.

2. We have, noticed 'that in both languagee in tha case of

the velar [ "3] , there exists a nasal foraant comnon to 'all the

nasal consonants, towards 1900 -'2100 Hz (F.2 ) and of very low

foraant F1, towards 250 Hz.

3. The exaaining of the results of ,the aeasureaen4s perfolg-

ed hasallowed.' us to abtapa sone siailir result:3'th' tslue, both

for the English words aad the Roaanian ones.

4,, In a, far as the duration of this consonant is concerned,

we could notice, at least for the cases. enalyzed,that the shorter

it
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duration of the Romanian [17,4a compared with the lIngliah ,

which has "won" in the dispute [t] g] [13 , being considered ,in
spite of that, today, ... "ola peripheral phoneme of the lang-

21

,

P.54.

1

V.



THR INTIRPRITATIOR OF Mt WOLIN FILAR 'ARAL
BY: ROMANIAN LIARNIR8 OF 1111011811

by Rortonsia Fir log

The present paper contains some observation] °oncoming the
perceptual and productive interpretation of thli-Inglish velar na-

1sal /by Romanian speakers.
In Romanian the velar nasal /p/ exists onl as an allophone

of the Ronaiian dental nasal itbifore thS--ve stops/ k / /g/.
According to. I. Vasiliu, thii position /Via free variation
with the Romanian dental assail.'

-.4- -e.g. 4rusic Ji r a9k/fa run k/
slung / u 9 gii 1 u

An analysis of the distribution of,the Romanian allophone
and of the Iftliah velar phoneie shows that neither sound occurs
in initial Position. /9/ °neural finally, as -C, only in-Inglishs
in final position two -consonany clusters, -C2C1,, it occupies the
position of -62 (1.:e, penultimate) in both languages. (%11.
glish Rbsanian. In' .fins 1 position .shres-consonant .

clusters, -636261; it. occupies position-C ( e . g. IbIglishljajust,. Roaanian punct). to intervoca lic position the sound *occurs, se
course, by itself .only (i.g. Inglish sinaina): In 'con-
binatioi pith an other.consonai)ts in. this position,it always oc-
curs: tn....first position in both lan

sguages
(in the case of Roman-

.'" ian 7other" consonant ;being le-wiry:a Velar). (e.g. bgliah
linguist, 90.1110111131 iingvist.)

la think it is important to mention that in IsgliSh /91 is
1 *angel Vasiliut wronologia romAnem,aucdrenti, 1965, p.127.

8

r
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always represented orthographically as n folloied by I, k or x,

which sight suggest to the Romanian learner of English the pre-

sence of a velar atop after the nasal'(e.g. ink, &ilish, minx).

The diTibution of the sound in the two languages is given
In the follo g tables (only simple words in isolation have been

taken into account).:

Final cluster -C2G1

English

Rbsenian

Final clustir -C-C C21
English

C
2

k g d

9
9

r

E.g.-English: link, ringed,rings,length./,

Romanian: tanc, 14124,/

,C
3

C
2

C1 t

i
f

9

s A its 1

,B.g. linkod,links,strengths,instincts,

amongst:lengths,wrinkle

Romanian C3 C2 q1 t )5

9 k

gog. punct, sfinx

Final cluster -C C C C

English

5.2 I

Romanian

%1.

Cit.

I

C CC2 CC1

9

9
V

4,3

k
k

'4S)

1

t

a

B.g. jinkad,stiingths,wrinitlai

bo

1



Intervocalic'cluster -CC-

English

Roaanian

- 66-

k , g , , si - I

B.g. anchor,anger,lengthen,anxiety

,k,g-

e.g. aruncs, alungs.

Intervocalic clustprr- CI2223 -

linglish C1 C2 C3
o tj t 1 wf

9

9
9

6

$

4, /
- -

-

t.g. anxio us,strengthen,oinsoottihoture,

tinctorial9wrinkfing, English,

anguish, youngster

-Rotten/an 0 1

s

i,lungaor,francoason,

lick,gengrenk,lingvist

cooperthiths role and etribution of,thi-sound in 'the,
*two nguages swe can sake the ollowin prediction regardini the'

inPIpretation f the-Engli phon by Roolfilan speakers:

the davit naent of velar oD,the velar nasal will be pro-
duced wittp

'prated is an

tvet Y rat
ve interOr

2. enthe VS
7p9sitiOns

/64-it
a den

aga

bawl

, bat will probablY be' isintar-

/ n / with velarity v wood as a con
istinctive feature - an example of co- ,,

erceptually it will be as

sal occurs by itself?in'final r intervooslio

it is foliosd7by consonants nt.ier than / k / or

in be intertreted as an alto one of/ /, either
/n/or a'sequencriaLvela nasal p lu velar

, 0 ,/9 or/9 g /

/ 4



Exp. Z. bang > Ron / ban/ /b it 9 g/ /b se 9 it/
E. singing > Rol /ainin/ /a i 9 k i 9 k/ i 9 g i g/

In order to verify the predictions made we have used tests
perceptiOn and production, in which the sound / 9 / occurs in

five contexts i - , - k 7/1, , V - V,V - kV, -C (finklly,before
fi.;r:1 voiceless stop,intervocalically, and before another con-
aonant (in 'penultimate position),

E.g. bang, ink, minging, sinker, wings
In the erceptipn teat a total of 82 items containing /y/

were recorded on ma etic tapi, in contrast with the other no-
.- gals, in all positi 8, in both sentence contexts and se single

words', The recordings were made by a Romanian, teacher of English
whose productions were checked for accuracy by a native spisker
of Daglish. e recordings were played to s group of five sub-
jecte. The brae English nasal, were assigned numbers and the
informants ere asked to transcribe what they heard using these
symbols. In a second perception teat they were asked to id -
tify the berribt item among three by circling s number on an
answer heat.

A list oV'-78 items was compiled for the production tent/m-
oments were required to read these items and their responses

wire recopied.
?he auhljects were university students specialising in 114-

glish who hat\ also attended courses in phoneticia.One of the sub-
jects also spoke Franca.

Results

Unfortunately the informants became aware insediaiely that
the object of the investigation, was the velar nasal, and amain-
ttoted all their attention on that sound, 1p:heaver the influence
of this fact renicicks unclear.

It should also be noted that a correct Answer on the per-
ception' tiest may simply indicate that the Subject heard a tiff'''-
enc. betwein the tested plumes* and the mho with IWO it .le

coltraated, but it does net prove that he heard it ,;!overreetlY,
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Such covert misinterpretation say be reflected in the small nan
ber of errors node by the subjects when interpreting minimal
pair compared with the relatively large number of error's 4o- .

cure g when the same sound wee presented in minim:.] tritlea
(s ce the choice involved three terms and not two and ottface
was a smaller factor). :

The fact t the subjects knew or did not know thek<Word in ;-;
which the velar sal occurred may have influenced their roe-.
pollees. Some word's say have been correctly interpreted, because
they were part of the info pants' active vocsbulary.A large

portion of the, errors were in the interpretation of the velar
nasal in milaningleas words (e.g. rimming, loner, banner, rin,
etc.).

Perception of the sound

The greatest number of errors occurred in the interpretation
of the velar nasal in inter.ocalic position, not followed by an-
other Consonant (e.g. singer, singing): Three of the subjects
perceived it as followed by / g /. The':apelling of the word say
have also influenced the interpretation of the sound; when one of

/the tests wasNepested, two g the five informants transcribed /y/
as followed by a voiced velar stop/ g /in words like Igigaitga,
hanging, longing, perhaps recalling their written forms. On the
earlier administration of the test, they had transcribed 111 cor-.rectly.

The two subjects who side the fewest nistskes,nos frequent -'
Ly emitted errors when the /9/ Wes in the context o meaningless
words (e.g. brinning, sprinning. etc.).

The pairs which differed minfmally in final position were
correctly perceived by thrfe of the subjects; the other, two con-
fused /9/ end / n / and e of them oven perceived the velar nasal
/9/. as the /

Power errorir-oc in the interpretation of the /9/ fol-
loWedbj% k / in and --intervoielic position. The velar/ kle
was slwais petce 7 the subjects, although three of them in-
Xerp, reted se tscounterpart / . s.

74,
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Prodiption of the emind

Three tendencies could be noticed in the production of the
Baglish velar nasal, by the five informants:
I. The production of /y/ was usually acconpanied by a velar stop,

voiced or voiceless, regardless of the context.
One subject c ntly produced the velar newaVes the dental
nasal] n
',Oen swat tslially 1410We:et the velar nasal; this subject
was tho spolkor of PrOnob.

All .oubjeets had difiidulty in producing /9/in intervooslio-
position. Where thou/9/ was pronounced correctly Intervocalical-.
ly,.. velar nasal in the following syllable was likely to be sc-
companied by a velar stop '(e.g. bringing/ b r i 9 1 9 k/ ).0n the
other hand, if the final nasal was correctly produced, the inter-
vocalic nasal was likely to be followed by a ',ear stop.

One of the eub4ects who pronounced, the velar nasal correctly
when followed by a front'vewel (..g. i/ ), was unable to pro-
duce it when followed by /a/ (a.g. bringer). By contrast, another
student rendered the sound correctly only 'when followed by "/ a/ ,
and incorrectly when followed by / i /

411 the subjects introduced a velar stop between the /9/ and
any tangling consonant (e.g. br),ng; /bri9g s/ mints

/w 19 g 1/ ).
In a siipsitioant,number of cases the dental nasal was inter..

preted" hypersorrectly as, the Velar nasal:
We may say, op a very general conclusion, that the dominant

error in the peroeptiin of. the 111glish veleignatal by the Roman-
ian speakers we its confusion with the denteI`nanaI/ d /1.whitti
the dosinant error in its prodhotton was following it by a velar
stop,

Tb pr ction' yielded. by_e,cootrastive analysis of the nasal
subsystems_ area Romanian segardin4 the interpretaiion
Of the yelit nasal was in general confirmed by the results-of the
test. However the predictive achievement is diminished by the fol.
lowing foots:

1.% The Prelictiotis were of so general a nett/re as to pomp
such veidel'y variant. interpretations of .t6he velernasel at either
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a debtal or e velar nasal allophone with environmental/ k /or

/g/I
2. The predictions offered no hint that the perceptual in-

terpretation (as /n,/) would differ from the productive inter-

, pretation (as /9/' / 9k / /9g / );

3. The hypercorrect interpretation of the dental Alessi /n/

as a v,elar nasal /9/ was also totally unexpected. I

The hypercorrect interpretation offers an'intereattng ,par

rallel to the reaulte obtained in a teat also concerned with the

English nasals admininterad by Albert Marckwarde to native,apeak-

ere of Spanish, where such interpretation were also frequent.2

It would be of considereble intereat to extend , our knOw-
. ledge"oT the interpretation of the velar nasal to speakers of

numerous other languages of varying phonological structures.
,

In. general it appears, for example, that Spanish: speakers

would favour the Romanian perceptual interpretation of /9/ as an'

dental allophone of /n/, although in syllable final position

neutralization of all nasal pboneave is common in Spaniah-Angliah.

On the other hand Hungarian learners of'Hnglish appearsntly pee-

fe'r thl productive interpretation of /9/ as a eequence including

the velar nasal plus a velar stop.3 116

However, the correlations between such-different interpret-

ations and structural variation among languages remain unclear.

2 Albert H. Marckwardt s "Phonetic Structure and Aural Percept-
, ion" in William 'Healer,` "An Experieental Study of Phonologim.

al Interference in Om English of Hungarians", Indiana Uni-
. varsity, 1971'pp.13-14.

3 Willies Nasser - /Francis Juhass ; "A ContraitiWe Analysis, of
Hungarian and *Web Phonology" American CounOil of Learned
Societies Research and Studies in Uralic end Altaio Languages,
Project no.70, 1964.
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THN ANGLAND'DIALiCT AND RUMANIAN IS7/INIRS..

by Dt.Donald R.Stoddard

ft

Visiting Lecturer in /American Literature

gabs;-Molyai Univeeity, Cluj, Romania

The proverbial "Man is what he eats"

what he is" are supplemented by a new

what be throws away ", that is, we can

examinipg the contents of his wiste basket and trash

.

and Lhe existential "Nan

miXita for the 197o'st"Man

take the measure of a man

tan. The,

measure of a foreign speaker, however, is affected measurably by

Chi things he is unable to throw sway, and particularly - for the

speaker of Bnglish those .ingrown dialect habits that distinguish

his speech from the general ruh of British and American spee40

that is characteristically regarded as the norm for *Wish speak-
1 ere in Romania.

SinCe many listenercsoon learn to disregard insignificant

phonetic variants and to'pey careful attention to differences

that affeCt perception end. understanding, foreign listeners

experience extra difficulties when coping with well establish

dialect patterns that are difficult if not impossible for dents

American speakers to shad. As Raven MeDesid has stated, "

one's speech is the most Latinate esp4ct sf one'sbehivior, th

most automatic and least sustepiibltto tommeieus alteration...

Using ay experience as a New Inglander temihimg Inglish in a Re,

minim Univerbit), together with a consideration of the generally

socepted earmarks that separate the New Magian* dialect from a

"General Atericad" dialect, I hope to examine the peouliaritise of

New Bugland naglish that are likely to oases problems in Under-

standing for Romanian listeners and, pennant, to forward Boas sus-

, gestiona for anSIiorating sabiguitietind avoiding false apeech

l/

y



cues* Wy. concern will be wAh g erel New England speeclh ((area A

on the enclosed,map),with the full realization that not all speak-

ers from thig dialect area will exhibit all -of these generally

characteristiC traits. `

One 7f the verbal ambiguities that causes difficulties for

Romanian listeners is the New Englanders a use of (a) in "short o"

The 3 Major Regional Speech Areas

(Source': Arthur J.Eronstein : the Pronunciation of
American,English, p.44. Copyrig t. 196o. New York s

Appleton-Century-Crafts)

words like croli or Loi an 44 without any distinction,in words like

fought or law. This usage results in ambiguities in the following

homonyms which are usaally,distinguished by speakers of a General

American dialect who use [a ] for the first word of these pairs,

andr)) for the second:word :

He slept on a cot. -The thief was caught.

I fished for cod. The crow cawed.

Thig prevents wood rot.. What hath God wrought ?if

I hops not. He did naught.

I
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The littie,lot was tsvaht.

The taxideriist had to X15. his bra.

Don your costuar am has, risen.

And the following pairs : a

yon - yawn

pod - pawed

hod - hawed

sot - sought

sod - sawed

collet - caller

I

The obvious cure-for such a problems is for he speaker: to dis-
tinguish the vowel pounds clearly and anon ivooablr,. Putting this

'

The Ten Major Regionsl Speech Areas* At lastarn New
Mhgland B s Sow York City; Os Middle' Atlantic; Ds
Southern; isRestern Pennsylvania; Ft southern Mount-
ain; Gs Central Midland; Hs Northwest;Is Southwest;

.71 North Central

(Source s Charles X. Tholes, Au4410124 v2 the
14

1piTo
Phonetics of Aserioon 11841 2d Md., p. 232. Copy-right,1958. Now Yorks The Ronald Press)

1.1



panacea into action, however, is not so easy. Reny Mew Itmglandora

are. Jnatle tD distinguish them with any reFularity,even with prac-

tice. Moreover, in rapid conversation or when one concentrates on

the sense ratter than the sound, the old atbiguity creeds un-

noticed ta:a into the Mew Englander's speech. *hat might prove

aacnessful for any speakers, at least part of the time, is

cztsCious lengthening of the vowel in such words as caught, dawn

sna.Itt, etc., and the normal pronunciation of the vowels in cot,

dnn, sot, etc. This will allow listeners to distinguish the sounds

by sonetning more than contest whenever the speaker is able to re-

:sin conscious of the need to distinguish them.

Many New Englanders omit the /-r/that Romen4Qk listeners

have learned to expect in such words as barn, ear, beard, bargain,

fatter, and the last syllable of mirror. In such words as born and

bargain. the onission is complete; in ear, beard, father end air-

ror, how verothe r is replaced by /37. New Englanders do pre-
serve th; / r/ eound,before vowels: e.g., arrest, parrot, very,

story, morrow, berate,-deride, caring, around. A few words show

both the preserved and dropped / -r/'s t error, mirror. I should ,---

point out that speakers frog Nantucket, Martha's Vineyard,and Mar/

bleheed, Massachusetts - places known as "r islands" - preserve
the final / -r /that Rost New anglenders drop.

Perhaps in an effort to maintain cosaic balancm., The New

Elaglander compensates for dropping a few / r/'s by using the link-

ing or intrusive / r/ in such expressions as "Me sawhim",or "The
Idea of it", or "The law of the land". These usages, understand-
ably, cause ay students unusual difficulty, although the usual.
slowing down that accompanies speaking to foreigners often ame-
liorates or eliminates the extra / r/ . Unlike the undistinguish-
ed [a] and [3] discussed above, this regional variant can be some-
what overcoa by practice and care. Many New Inglanders hays al-

aost completely eliminated this New lenglandien from' their speech
after aoving to the Western lik Mid-Western United States, firincip-,
ally becsus of the airth or undue attention it invites. This
speech lockiam,' also, Its sore readily perceivable by' ordinary
speakers and listeners, whereas it takes considerable -speech so-

.

phisticstion to differentiate NO and CD] .

97
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Perhaps the cost noticeable New /Inland speech trait to Ame-
rican listen/Ira frog other regions is the so called *broad a",
phonetically [a] , phonesically /a/ found inconsistently' in
pia, bath, Else., afternoon, Francs, etc.- Although the 'tacos)-
sistancy of usage ey cause (problem's for listeners,the basic si-
ailerity between/ th Nee eltt land pronunciation of the0 vowels
and British usage sakes t s American variant sore easily under:,
stood for most Romanian 1 steners than General American or South-
e rn pronunciation would be. (tine has only to listen to currant
English lessons 'on Romanian television or to exaaine English text-,

books used'in Romanian lyceums and universities to see how such
w ore British than Aaericsn the "standard" English fOr Reunion"
is in both sound and vocabulary.) e.g. ,[mean, kW!, fAhl -Fel]
occu'red in a recent (November, 1972), televiglon Inglish lesson.

Three other noticeable treats in New Ragland `. pronunciation.
ought tO'be mentioned, although none of the thSee seam to cause
any particular problems for Romanian hearers..Naw %glanders ga-y,
heraliy uie /,after t, el and n in such words as Tuesday,
am, or duty; / , /iw/ , or /yin,/ in words like, these are
rarely heard.

A wore shortened and sore centralised allophone of o /can
noticed in the New 1:m1*nd/iris !tone, or M. TM differ-
ence-1u; be noticeable to RONIallian listeners, but it *relates no
problem/ of sabiguity; in fact, the pRevsilingly British' not:m
probably sakes it sound tore characteristic.

Lastly, in words such as e, gyro, am, etc. / appears
with a high allophone of /1/ . Again, though notiosable,this New
Ragland/as is hardly likely to cause understanding problems for
Romanian listeners or students, since no asbiguitY results.

Most of the Na. Ragland regional variants in morphology or
syntna are rural or non- educated wages, such as dagin him" for

* "against Zia ", "waked up" for "woke 'ap ", r "driv", "die, and 2
"rig" for "dices", "dove", or rose ". It is hardly likely that
w est xcege personnel or cosmopolitan travelers will provide

.such v ri puzzles f oRosaaiasi audiences.
Vocabulary variants are not numerous, although Romanian stu-

dents of literature or avid readers of books and periodicals say

/ 6
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encpunter a few at-range terms such as buttonwood for ayiemore

;tree;, tonic for soda pop or soft drink, or grinder or s (ma-

rine sandwich) for ;Jae enormous sandwiches cede from a 1 of

Italian bread slit lengthwise and Known as a hero in New York

City and a noagie in Philadelphia. any New England terms have

tzo,do with farm or kitchen terminology, such as kis RI/ for pig

pen, apple dowdy for deep-dish pie, bonny clapper or clabber for

curdled milk, or sour-milk cheese for cottage cheese. In general,

it seems unlikely that New England vocabulary will cause any more

problems for Romanian readers or listeners than strange terms

from the General American dialect that send him to one or more

dictionaries for assistance.

From these oservations it is clear that the notion of "dia-

lect" in American English is far less significant than in Bri-

tish English, were substantial difficulties or expression and

understanding may occur between speakers from different regions.

with the exception of the Gullah dialect spoken on the sea is-

lands and nearby coasts of South Carolina and Georgia,the dialect

differences of American English are relatively few. Some,however,

do persist, and it is worthwhile to take notice of them and to

try to Rredict and to ameliorate the communication problem; they

may cause for Romanian listeners.



GLOTTAL. CONSTRICTION IN ENGLISH AND ROMANIAN

by Dr. Robert W.Bley-Vrcaan

It has often been noted that there are differences between
English and Roaanian in the pronunciation of voiceless consonants.
In po.,.*4^lor, in syllable - initial position English voiceless
stops are pronounced witn tightening of the muscles of the vocal
tract resulting in en increase of pressure behind the closure,so
that, when the stop is released a "puff of air" follows. Thus we
say that in English voiceless

initial stops are "tense" or,deri-
vately, "aspirated". In Romanian, as in many languages of course,
there is no such tenseness and corresponding aspiration. These
facts contribute in a straightforward way to a Romanian accent in
English and to an Englishifficcent in Roaanian.

But facts about the pronunciation of consonants at the and
of syllables are leas widely studied. There are many interesting
aspects of non-initial consonant articulation, but here we deal
with Just oner the state of tile glottis. One reason this problem
has received relatively little attention is the difficulty of ob-
aerving glottal constriction. Spectrograms are difficult to in-
terpret in this domain, and the techniques of direct photographic
observation, requiring that a bundle of light-conducting fibers
be inserted into the throat, are not conducive to natural relaxed
speech. It seems to se now that the best data at present come
frog impressionistic and introspective phonetica.The date in this
report are, accordingly, based on whet I hear and what I feel in
ay throat.

Students of linguistics are aware that many languages employ
a series of glottalized

consonants; so that alongsde R, t, k
there is for maple also 21., t', t', where the reispd'comms in-,

A
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Ito g.otta-ized series is ;...rdlced

tt. -ttis a.. -_'.R tte artica-ation :f tne corecnant.

kr, very .c,ence, t-e gDtkls i3 tne con-

snsht is ,rtica.ated acl reieased; and tne glottis is reo;ened,

:h. c.,.osare cf tte voca:L, tract from t,:e during

articu.a ion gives tne Ansunants a kind of hollow,ecnoey sound.
4

Vstaral-y, voicing is im;oible with the glottis closed: there

is unly a voiceless series of glottalized consonants.

7,ottalized consonants occur witn areat frequency in Ame-

rica- ;n:ir,n languages, particularly those of Mexico and of the

fltstes. It is thas no accident that it was a

statent of NootKa, Janes Koard of Vancouver, firltish Columbia,

w ^c :first pointed out to me tnat, interestingly, in English St

ran t speed and low volume, voiceless stops are clearly glottal-

ized in syllable non-initial position. That is, before the arti-
Y

calatinn of tne consonant tnere is a marked and audible glottal

constriction and often complete closure at least into and often

tnrcuahout tne consonant articulation. A consonant in the posi -

tic,n is often unreleased, and the glottalization is not acoustic-

obvious. ?ut compare tne pronunciation of the 'following
;.ors. C? before a consonant indicates glottal constriction.)

Sto; [ eta 71); stopper [stapaf r

but t t butter [ bAta
caKe Kei lc I naked [neikad]

in tne first of each pair the stop is in final position and in

taus glottalized, l.i7iiS,ne second of each pair there is no glottal-

ization. Occasionally, these stops are released and the hollow

sound of alottalization is clear.

The conditions for tne gl ttalization are not entirely clear.

The notion "syllable non-ini al" itaelf begs many important quest-d°
ions. In addition, tnere are restrictions on the preceding seg-

ment. If, for instance, a continuant precedes no glottalimatlion
(

taxes place: rat rae 7 t] but raft [raeft] . Indeed if the

preceding is anything but a vowel or a voiceiroAriTtbp, there. is

no aiottelization. Pougnly then, tne rul4' must be:



stop

voiceless
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glottalized j / v ([.
stpp

voiceless

where a is in syllable non- initial position

The conventions of the Sound Pattern of EnKlish predict that
this rule will apply simultaneously to Both final stops in a word
like stopped, so thatlboth are glottalized. And indeed this is
the case, lending support both to,our formulation of16e rule and
to the conventions of BPI.

'But observe that [voiceless, stop eppears twice in this
rule. 'This is surely not accidental: the reason that a Voiceless
stop den intervene is just because exactly that consons t can it-
selfbiiglottalized. The rule is surely:

,

voiceless --,-[ glottalized] / V

where a-fa in syllable non-initial position

And then a rule of Glottalization Assimilation, which is com-
mon in languages, will follow:

I stop

/ [glottalised]
[ voiceless

(Our two rules can noW)be collapsed thus :

V

' [glottalized] / j glottalized]voiceless

But such a collapsing raises serious proble a of rule ordering,
since iterative application of' they rule woul 11m...required. It is
not y4C clear whether phonological theory should allow rules to

11

apply iteratively.) .0-

Consider now some seesingly unrelated phenoseus:

pcv 814,19,3 Fos :- 6
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hand saw [ haens.3]

ryised window [ reizwindo

skinned kne; (skinni)

cold yeast [kolyIst I

beasts [ bias]

last window ( laeseando 1

first problem f a eprabl a a 3,
acts [ a'eke

More examples can be introduced to make 'the field complete.
The generalization is well-known: roug ly, dental stops are lost
between consonants:

C
0 / C C

dental

We will not deal with this process in detail but note only
that it interacts with the process of glottelization in an in-
tereating' way.

Recall that in a form like lot or like sat glottal constrict -
`ion and often ,ciosure precedes the t and 2 : [la ? t , [ca ? p 1

&Insider now the plurals-bf these words / lot+s / and / cop.'s / . By
Glottalization they become la ? to and co ? ps. But now in the form
lo ?te, since the t is between the consonants and s, the rule
of dental. loss is applicable, and the t shotIld drop. That le, the
independently required ruled of Glottalization and Dental Loss
combine here to piedict phonetic la ? a. And this is,gretifyinglyr
exactly the correct fora. (The transcription of the vowel does no
interest us.)

is treatment thus gives an explanation for the apparent
"subat, ution" of ? for t in these cases by tying the phenolic:fon
to- other general facts of English phonology. Not4ce that no ad,..13oc
rule of t is needed, cpntrary to many traditional descript-
ioncx

x I understand that a similar solu n to mine may have been pro-
posed- by David Stampe of Ohio S to University in unpublishedwork.

10.3
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. Romanian has to ay knowledge no similar glottlistion. This

difference present: of course "difficulties for language learnini.

Americans, for @wimple, typically glottlise Romanian final con
sonants, just like Ingiieh ones. Thus for Romanian 12.1 we hear

to?t, ; for 222, go ?;) ; for lac, la? c ; etc: AK

And because of the interattion of GlOttalisition and Dental

Boss, ti and t when not syllable initial are pronounced 2_1. Thus

titi. Teti? i ] i

. .

----These problems are, really fine points of accent perfection.

1 They seldow' cr4te'difficulties in comaunication,snd itimould be

difficult to justify spending much @t-- rt in their' elimination.

(1/On the'other hand, the reducIi nsin English, increasing as
I;

they dp, the distance between phoncilogical and phonetic represent
,

....

'ation, can create difficulties in compiehenslon for Romanians'
.

learning English. This is especilllty true in the case of the in=

teraCtion of glottslization and dental loss.
.,;..

Consider just one examples the difference between -21a and

'can't in American English when these fetus bc-cur before a consort

an t' 1 c-

-
zi You can 'do that 1 ( keen 1

You can't do that I kien7I

The difference here between affirmative and negative is aimi-

ply
(In many dialects the problem hare is rather sore complicit=

ed. When anstressad, can is of course [Irani' or [km ] or even

9 11, and thus there is no confusion with pan't, which obcura

with full vowel. On17 when-both are atresied does the differ::

ence becoas tricky. A Romanian may thus confuse -stressed gia'with

stressed can't. An additional cue useful in this case is the

greater nasalisation, often with loss of which occurs is 'met

but not in can. In the extrea case the difference is really

[ kir@ 7) v. Eagan) . )

Finally, two areas of fruitful further investigation suggest

themselves.

1. It would be instructive tO liNiitigate the relation of

aspiration X0 glotta zaVion in the languages of the worfd.It is

quite possible that th era somehow linked; that the existence

11#4
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of glottalized consonants may presuppose the eqatence of aspir-
ates. Indeed, they both may in some cases alternate manifestat-
ions of vocal tract tenseness depending on syrlable position.

2. Thu; it woul,d be no.eccident that Romanian lacks' both
aspiraticto and glottalization while English has both.This leads
to an interesting hypothesis for the teaching of pronunciation;
for if the phenomena do in fact reinforce. each other, it would
make sense to link them in teaching. A Romanian having trouble
With initial aspiration may be helped by drilling final glottal-

ization, for example. And an American who has trouble. eliminat-
ing aspirated consonants may be helped by thacorrection of
[sti .

11)
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WYE REMARKS ON DISYLLABIC STICTURES
IN ENGLISH AND ROMANIAN

by Hortensia Ptrlog

In the present paper we shall compare the consonant sequin-
: ces of English and Romanian disyllabic words.

An inventory of the rain syllabic types was made by analys-
ing the disyllabic 'aids occurring in the corpus 9f; 3000 words
used also in the study of monosyllables. In Roianian, of 3000
words, 0o4 (26,8%) were disyllabic,2 in Millet, of 3000 words,
57o (19%)-were disyllabic.

71

We have identified 67 structures in Ro O en and 98 struc-
tures in English. Although the number of d Oilabic words in-the
texts is anallei in English than in Roaanien, in Initish there
are a greater variety of syllabic struptikies. A list. of tnse
structures in the two languages, with exesples, the number of
occurreuces, and their frequency calculated in percentages of
the total nunb of disyllabic words, Will be given at the end.

of the paper.

1. The most frequent structures'in both languages are the
following, in decreasing order of frequency 1

Monaniek
sh

CV - CV guxt 19% . CV - CV fethei 12,5%
CV - CVC merit 100% CV - CVC village 9,8%
VC - CV urns 7 6,81% '0V - 00C giggled 5,61%
V - CVC aduc 4,96% CVC - CVO.' business 4,4%
CVC - CVC vindsc 4,6o% CV - CVCC second 3,7%
CVC - CV halbi 4,49% VC - CV answer

Three of the six frequent syllabic types in Romanian en it a /to-

.
/

I 6
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wel; the other three end in a single consonant. In English, only

two of the frequent syllabic types end in a vowel,while the rest

end in one, two, or even three consonants.

2. Fifty-eight English syllable structures do not occur in

Romanian; for twelve of these the second syllable is formed of

consonants only. The number of syllable structUres occurring only

in Romanian is 27.

3. The initial syllables that Permit the occurrence

greatest number of syllabic types after them are the same

lazguagea:

of the

in both

Romanian English

CV - (+ 14 syllabic types) CV - (+ 13 syllabic types)

V - (+ lo syllabic types) V - (+ 13 syllabic types)

CVC - (+ 9 syllabic types) CVC - (+ 13 syllabic types)

CCV - (+ 9 syllabic types) CCV - (+ 8 syllabic types

The less "adherent" initial syllables are

Romanian

CCVV followed only by -CV' VVC -

(groapi)

CCVVC°- followed only by -CV CVCC -

(gloante)

CCCV - followed only by -CVCC CCVVCC -

(strApunOls,

qcovv -

CCCVC -

the following :

English

followed only by -CV

(only)

followed only by -CV

(sixty)

followed only by -CVC

(spokesman)

followed only by -CVC

(striking)

followed only by -CVC

(squinted)

4. The most "adherent" final eyllablea are

Romanian %Fatah

- CV (pricoded by 12 syllahiC

types)

-CV (preceded oy 14 syllabic

types)

=CVC (preceded by 9 syllabic

, types)

-CVC (preceded by 14 syllabic

types)

-CVV (preceded by 9 syllabic

types)

-CVCC (preceded by 11 syllabic

types)
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The less "adherent" final syllables are those which are little
"adherent" in initial position as well (except CVVCCC in Inglish)1

4 Romanian

-CCVVC (preceded by V- )

opream

Endlieh

- CVVCCC (preceded by °V.« )

announced
-CCVV (preceded by VC-) -CCVVCC (preceded by VC-)

orbea 1 disOl sed
,

-CCCVC (preceded by CVVC-)

widespread

5. The length of disyllabic words varies b4we three and
eight phonemes in Romanian (e.g. V-VC aici, V-CV ap6 CVC-CCVCC
pAstrind, CCCV-CVCC atrApuns, CCCVC-CVC splendid) a .between

.,

three and nine phonemes in English (V-CV other, V-C 'often,

CVC-CCVVCC disclosed, CVVC-CCCVC widespreed,CCVVCC- VC spokesman).

The consonantal clusters' occurring in the die llabic words of
the two languages were studied on the basis of the DLRM and the
Concise Jxford Dictionary of Currept English, fro which we have
excerpted all disyllabic words except those marks 'as obsolete.

Initial and final consonantal combinations f disyllabic
words in the two languages do not always differ ramfthe conson-
antal clusters that occur in the monosyllabic w rds. In order to
avoid a repetition of problems already known fro the study of the _

monos'llables we have compared consonantal clue re occurring in
the monosyllabic words with those occurring in the disyllabic
words. In the present paper we shall mention,m4y the differences

/noticed. A full list of the consonant clusterelpoisible will be
given in an annex to the paper.

In the Romanian disyllabic wards there aria more consonant
,clusters in initial position and fewer in fittal position than in
the monosyllabic words (especially in the itx ctures formed of
two members only). the other hand, in the glish disyllabic
words the gredter nu rev of consonant cliist rs, as compared to
the monoayillbles , occurs in final positio .

Initial clusters C C
1-2 .

1

Besides the cl(Atern occurring also ii the monosyllabic

IU o'm
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words, the following combinations occur in the disyllabic words

In Romanian

1. C1 may be represented also by :

a) Lh] , [a] e [v] in the initial cluster C k

E.g. hlizi, aladA, vlagA

b) [S) , [a ] in the initial cluster CI + r

E.g. srspnel, mreani

c) fj1 in the initial cluster CI + n

E.g. jnepeni

d) [SI in the initial cluster CI + n

E.g. seecher

e) [x] in the initial cluster 21 + t

E.g. ctitor

Except qr] , none of these cluste'rs occur in Eng-

lish.

2. C2 may be represented also by consonants [e] and [g]

in the clusters I_L!22,

E.g. scant, zgardA

Neither cluster occurs in English.

In English,

1. C1 may be represented also by:

a) in the initial cluster C1 ±_l

E.g. bugle, bugler

On the other hand [0] no longer occurs in this po-

sition.

b) [10 in the'initial cluster Ci w

L. guano
//

2. The initial cluster f + & occurs occasionally i/ 'the

second pronunciation possible of the word phthisis [Oalsis,

sfeeiaie ] . All these consonantal groups do not occur in

Romanian.

Initial clusters C122C3 ars fee in number also in disyllabic

words. Nevertheless, in Romanian, their number is twice as ,great

as in monosyllables : C1C2 are represented also by the cluster
[ St] , [sf] [zi] , characteristic for Romaniiib, while C

3
may



4
be re;resented no only by [r. but also by fl ] , like in Eng-
list.

strenga , sfre,fel, zgriptor, zklobiu, sclavi.spiendid.

In n.lish the only difference from the monosyllables is the
dxsaT,tearance of tne groap sm ,h and the appearance of at 1,

nick exists in Fonsnian as well.

sclerous.

Final clusters -C2C1

in Ro= anlan, twenty consonant clusters which occurred in the

monosyllabic words in this position no longer enter the struct-
ures of tne disyllabic words. Tnef are: a t, is b, s,3 d
b, n,. z; p ; r.. p,f, ,l,s,1 g,t,j ,d) ,v,sSix new
clusters occur though t, g d, d v, n .3 , a f, r 11,

of whioh d v, p .3, r h do not exist in crigfish,

E.g. ispusti, smaiagd, sclivd, dersnj, triumf, ierarh.

sew consonant clusters occur also in Snmlish
a) C n where C

2 is represented by ten consonants qp,t,d,t,,

d3 ,f,v,s,z,j) . (In the sososyllabic words only the cluster
. n occurred in the word tile.)

b)
C
2 1, nonexistent in thi monosyllables and having a high----

frequency in the disyllabic words.

c) a b and s 2 also occur, as well as 22!.-1, where C2
is by f 1) and [s) .

B.g. iamb, laps, rhythm, prima

The final cluster 22 0, quite frequent in the aftmayllables,

represented only bythe group n 0 in the,disyllabio words.
B.g. aillioith

Al Ms C2, [ 1 I has less possibilities to combine in the disyllabic
Ir words than in the monosyllables.

at the clusters discussed here only k exists in Roman-
ian ; 22 n, which occurs in Romanian, is represented by other
consonants than in Mbglish ( [ g, r, malign, solean,etern).

Heel clusters c5c2c1

In Romanian the three seater final clusters are fee in Daub-
er also In the disyllabic words; but the consonant combinations
are different from those occurring in the monosyllables, with the
exception 01 L last , kst 1 .

1
3



C1 is no longer represented by [s] or [s] instead [v] oc-

curs in this position.

E.g. bilingv

With the exceptiOn of [katl , none of these final groups occur

in Inglish.

In 'Mulish, the three-aesber final groups are store frequent

than in the monosyllabic words; they result especially iron the

adding of -s or -ad to the disyllabic words. C.
2

is represent-

ed by seven lore consonants as compered to C
3

in%.,the monosyllabic

words

b, g, d5 , v, 1, z, S 1.

Half of tne final consonantal groups have as segment C2 conso-

nant 1 , which does not occur in the position in the monosyl-

labic words, and [11 , which occurs only twice in this posit-

ion in the monosyllabic words (kilns, kilned). C2 nay also be

represented by [el); but [8], frequent in this position in tha

aonosyllahles, occurs only on the disyllabic words, while

[11, ts] never occur.

In the monosyllabic words, the voiceless consonants [t] [0]

Dave the greatest frequency as C1 in the disyllabic words the

voiced pairs, (d] [11 have the highest frequency.

None of the clusters mentioned here occur in Romanian.'

No four -mesber final clusters were found in either language.

The difficulties which the Romanian speaker has in pronounc-

ing English consonantal clusters are essentially the was witk

those discussed for the onosyllables. Nevertheless some of the

consonantal groups, specific for the disyllables, might present

certain difficulties for the Ronsnian speakers. For the tine be-
.: nag, we can predict sons errors cinly. They concern those syllab-

les which are formed only of consonants - two or three in suit,-

or - as in the case of the final segnents 1, C na C t a,

or of the three -sonber final segments, where C2 is represented

by [1] or [n] . As no such clusters exist in Rornian, the

Romanian speaker will tend to introduce s vowel, usually [A] or

] , between the first and the second consonant or after both.

11.g.
Probable error

cattle [ it attl [ [ katl 3

Ill



giggled gigld 3

oimplrl [ dimpld ]

[ gigl id I ['gig ?Id ]

disp ;_ld 3 [ dixp14-d 3

In tne case of toe : n cluster, the, insertion of [a) between

an: n is sometimes s..gge,sted ny toe Enzlish Pronounci,pg Dic-

'E.g. happen [a:Epp] Phae7.-an] .)

!sr as C z is concerned, if the Romanian speaker does

:::=7t an :1, between the two cmsmants, which is accepted

by tne Pronounoing Dictionary, he will not be able to pronounce

words lice rtytn= or prism as disyllabic words1 instead he will

change the: into monosyllables.

Expertments will undoubtedly reveal more difficulties result-

ing from successions of consonants n9Agiistant im-Roaanian.

fe have not dealt with intervocalic clusters in this papers

nevertneleits we think tnat their study will be most helpful from

a practical point of view, as it will point out succession* of

consmantal sounds other than those sestioned so far.

Footnotes

1. H.Par1og, Monosyllabic Structures in English apd Romanian

(presented at the fourth conference of the Project,Cluj,1972).

Samples were selected from the following

Soria Titel, Lungs cilAtorie a prizonierului, Ed.Cartea rpm' -'

ke\ascA, 1971
__

Pata-lverac, Explomie intirmiatg, Ed.pentru litereturg, 1967

Scinteia, 6 mai 1972

John Braine, Life at the Top, Penguin Books, 1965

John Osborne, Look Back in Anger, Faber & Faber, 1964

Herald Tribune, 19 Nov. 197o

The Sunday Tiaea, 23 Jan. 1972

t We have or not included certain words in our calculations ac-

cording to thesase criteria which we used in the study of

monosyllables.

2. Notice the small number of Romanian disyllabic words as com-

pared to that of the monosyllables (1471). Regarding this pro-

blem, cf. Alexandra Roceric-Alexandrescu, Fonostatisiica 11*-

bii romans, Editurs Academiei, 1968, p.139 .

ill
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Annexl
Syllabic types

Syllabic
type

exam-
plea

pc -

cur-
ren -

cgs

1 2 3

1. C 7

2.7 -CY other lo 1.75

3.7 -CVV ago 3 0.525
4
5.7 -CYVC about 11 -1-79-5

6.7 -C7VCC around 7 1.23
7.7 -CYVCCC announ-

ced

2 0.351

8.7 -CVC again .15 2.54
9.7 -cvcc assault 6 1.05

10.7 -cvccc against 2 0.551
11., -cc O'111 7 1.23
12 -OCV every 2 0.351

14.v -Ccvvc afraid 1 0.176
15.7 .ccycc OP-

proves

1 0.176

16.7 -ccc isn't 7 1.23
17.TV -cV 1giety 7 1.23
18.17 -ciry idea 3 0.525
19.77 areas 1 0.176
20.77 -CVC acres 1 o.176

'21.vir-c(7)cc opened 1 0.178
.g2.Tv -OCTvc eye-

brass

1 0.176

23.YVC -CV only 8 4.4
241 VC -CV anawr 17 3

Roani n

Syllabic
type

exam-
plea

,-

oc-
car-ran-S
ass

5 6 7 6

1.7 -VC aici 6 0.745
2.V -CV spa 28 3.48

3.7 -C77 erou 19 2.36'
4.7 .CVVY 111 VINO, 3 0.374
5.7 -CYTC ovum 5 .62
6. -

7. -

8.7 -CYC odes 40 4.96
9.7 -CYOC Owns 9, 1.12

10. -

11. -

12.7 -OCT opri 1 6.124

1317 -0C7C *flat 1 41.124

14.7 -CCVVC °preen 1 0.124
15. -

16. -

17.77 -CV mite 2 0.249
18.77 -CYY minas 1 0.124
19.

2o.

21.

22. -

23. -

24.VC -CV

113

55 6.61
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gliah
1 2 3 4

Roanian
5 6 7 8

25,,Cf-CYY al-

though

3 o.7 25.VC -CVY orbee 5 o.62

26.ve -CVVC always 9' 1.58 26.

-CVVCC ispoe¢ 4 0.7 27. -

28.VC -CVC dait 8 1.4 28.VG -CV6 avast lo 1.24
29.vc -CVCC accept 3 0.525 29.VC -CVCC later° 4 o.496
3o. - 3o.VC .LCCV intro 7 '0.872
31. - 31.VC -CCVY intra1 1 0.124
32.VC -CCVC instead 2 0.351 32.VC maplut 5 0.62
33. -

.tt

33VC -CCVCC ob-

etwiti

1 0.124

34.VC -CCVYC implied 1 o.176 34 -

35. - 35.VOC -CVO catfel 2 0.249
36.VCC -CVCC extent, 2 o.351 36. -

37.VCC -CCVVC explain 1 0.176 37.

38.VCC -CCVC excuse, 1 o.176 36. -
39. 39.CV -V fie 9 1.12
40. - 4o.CV -TV tine 14 1.74
41.CV -VC doing 2 0.351 41.CY -VC ]tat 2 0.249
42. - 42.CV -TVG: veils 1 0.124

- 43.cv -vgc fiind 1 0:194
44.CV -CV daught-

er

7o 12.3 44.CV -CV guri 153 19

45.CV -CVY, yellow 6 1.05 45.CV -CVY tales 18 2.24
46. - 46.CV -CVO durum 5 0.62
47.CY -CVVC suppose ;(-6.525 471cV -CVVC Areas 7 o.87
48. CV - CVVCC retains 2\ 0.351 48. -,

49.CV -CVC village 56 9.8 49.CV` -OTC 'writ 85 10.3
.

5o.CY -CVCC aecond 21 3.7 So.CY -CVCC pamint 20 2.49
51.CV -CVCCC relaxed 1 0,176 51. -

52.CV -CC subtle 14 2.46 52. ,-

53. - 53.CV -CCV lueru 12 1.49
54.CV -CCVC between 6 1.05 54.Gy -CCVC repro, 5 0.62
55.CV -CCVVC patrol 1 0.176 55.
56.CV -CCVCC dif-

ferent

2 0.351 56.CV euprina 3 0.372

114
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1 2 3 -

- 114 -

Romanian
5 6, 7 8

57.CV -CCC giggled
58.CVV -VC dying

59.CVV -VCC highest

6o.CVV -CV lAzy

61. -

32

2

2

8

5.61

0.351

0.351

1.4

62.CVV-CVC total 16 2.8

63.CVV -CVCC moment 8 1.4
64.CVV -CC chosen 3 0.525

65.CVV -CCV widely 1 0.176

66.CVV -CCVC hatred 2 0.352

\67.CVV -CCC tighten- 1 0.176

68.CVC -VC banging, 1 0.176

69.CVC -VCC weetendil.,2 0.352

7o.CVC -CV member 16 2.81

71.CVC -CVV window 5 0.89

72. -

73.CVC -CVC business 25 4.4

74. .-

75.CVC -CVCC husband 8 h4
76.CVC -CVCCC them-

selves

? 0.352

77.CVC -CC simple ' 2 0.352

78.CVC -CCV country 4 o.7

79.CVC -CCVC hundred ? 1.23
80.

1.CYC - CCVCC distroyed 1 0.176

82.CVC- CCVVCC dis-

closed

1 0.176

83.CVCC -CV sixty 1 0.176

84.CVVC -CV lately 1 0.176
85. -

86.CVVC -CVVC lifeline 1 0.176

87.CVVC -CVC sOldiers 6 1.o5

57.

58.

59. -

6o.CYY -CV

61. CVV ,CVV

62. -

63.

-
65.-' -

66.

67.

team[ 21 2.62 , A

pielea 1 0.124

68. -

69. -

70.CVC -CV halba 36 4.49

71.CVC -CVV tiraiu 4 0.494

72.CVC -CVVV dormeau 1 0.124.

75. CVC -CVC vindec 37 416 '

74.CVC -CVVC simteam 5 0.62'

75.CVC -CVCC conving 5 0.62

76. -

77. -

78.CVC -CCV pentru 25 3.12

79.CVC -CCVC dispret 1 0.124

80.CyC -CCVCC pas- 1 0.124

triad

81.

82.

83. - C
84.CYvC -CV foarfe' 15 1.87

85.CVVC -CVV mos reelti 2 0.249

86
to

-

87.CVVC -CVC pierdut 2 o.49

4
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n g 1 rgs? h

1 2 3 4

Roaanian
5 6 7 8

88.CVVC -CVCC councils

89. -

9o.CVIC -CCCVC wide-

spread

2

1

0.352

o.176

88. -

89.CVVC -CCV noaatre

9o. -

1 #t.124

91.cvvcc -gy Mostly 3 0.525 91. -

92.cvvcc -CVC child-

hood

2 0.352 92.

93.cvvcc-cvvc hind-

sight

1 o.176 93.

94. 94.CCV -v ;tie 3 o.374
95. - 95.CCY -ve ;ties 4' 0.199

10 96.CCV -CV pleasurt 9 1.58 96.0011.-CV slava 28 3.48
97. - 97.CCV -CVV orapeu 5 0.62.

- 98.CYV 7CVVV plateau 1 0.124
99.ccv -CVC bracket 8 1.4 99.ccv -CVC treout 22 2.74
loo.CCV-CVVC prepared I 0.176 loo.CCV-CVVC apuneen 7 0.872
lol.CCV-CVVCC proposed 1. o.176 101. -

102.0CV-CVCC student 4 o.7 lo2.CCV-CVCC protest lo 1..24
1o3.CCV -CC trouble 2 0.352 103.

1o4. _
1o4.CCY -CCV aticla 3 0.37*

105.ccv -CCVC tribute 1 o.176 1o5. -

1o6.CCV -CCC present 2 o.352 1o6., - I

107.CCVV -VC 1 o.176 1o7. 1

108.CCVV -CV slowly 2 0.352 lo8.CCVV -CV grasp& 7 0.872
109.CCVV -CVC private 6 1.05 109. -

llo.CCVV-CVCC protests 1 o.176 11o. -

111.CCVT -CC trifle 1 o.176 111.

112.CCVV -CCC thfies 1 0.176 112. -

113.CCVVC -CV slightly 1 0.176 113.CCVVC -CV gloanVe 2 0.249
-114.CCVVC-CVVC grape-

vine

1 61.76 114. -

115.CCVVCC-CVC spokes-

can ,

116.CCVC -CV twenty

1

6

o.176

1.o5

115.

116.CCVC -CY stings 2 0.249

116



117. -

118.CCVC-CVC

c-cvqp

121.CCVC -CCV

122. -

123.CCCVV-CVC

124. -

125.CC6VC-CVC

4

t
s-

oss

question

freantiar

striking

squinted

- 116-

o.16'

R o a a'n t a n

5 6

8 1.4
117.CCVC-CYV tranvia

118.CCYC -CVC sfirelt

4

3

o.497

o.335
1 o.176 119. -

2 0.352 12o. -

1 0.176 121. -

122.00CV-OVOC strdpans 1 0.124
1 o.176 123.

0

124.0060 -CV striati 1 0.124
1 125.CCCVO-CVO splan-

did

1 o.124

4



p,b,t,d,k,,f, e it.]

1 p,b,k,g,f,s * 1

Y'

inntz 2

loallsh consonantal clusters

/Initial clusters C12,2

1.

- 117 -

4

3

/ Bg. pewter, bugle, tutor, duty, cupid, future, viewlesS4
suito, human, museum, newly, lewis

2.

3.

E.g. predict, brandy, traffic, dreamt, crrestures grammar,
friendship, threaten, shrivel

L. pleasant, blanket, clatter,. glitter,flatter,slander
7

4. Lted,k,g,s,e *'w

B.g. twenty, dwindle, quiver, guaeo, sweater, thwarted

5. 1-874. p,t,k,f,m,n

F.*. spider, stable, scaffold, spheric, smoulder, snivel

6.

phthisis

,Initial cluiters c1g2c5

Cl C
2'

C
3 lrjw

s

s

k
p

t

*

4, 4, i -

E.6. sclerous, scramble, skewering, squalid, splendid,
sprinkle, spurious, st ger, stupil

a

118
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I

final clusters G221

1. b,g,d3 ,v, g , s, J ,a,n,1 d I

E.g. absorbed, deceived,Idefamed, garaged, advised,

deluged, enwreathed, abound, behold, intrigyed

2. r p,t,d,k,d3 ,f,v,e.s, I « nj

E.g. harden, dungeon, dosen,.often, christen, cushion,
hearten, heaven., happen. hearken

3. p,k,t S ,f,a, S ,a,n,1.71q*

E.g..abrupt, a t, detached, adrift, compost, enmeshed,

undreamt, absent, adult

4. I p,b,t,d,k,g,f,s,s

E.g. apple, pebble, cOtle, bridle, ankle
whistle, dazzle

5. Irb,g,v, a ,a,n, 9 ,1

6.

7.

E.g. demobs, earwigs,

declines, callin

p.k,f,e ,n,l

11*

angle,beffle,

eceives, enwreathea, beti

, annals

E.g. collapse, climax, digraphsoasamoths,edvanoe,0 *ape

p,k,f,s,n,1 « is

X.g. disrupts,daliots,ongrufts,diegusts,deoants,defau ts

111
s,a p

9.

E.g. enclaps, decamp

E.g. arrange, indulge

, 119
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S.S. galamph, -engulf

11. I3 os + a

L. rhyt. prism

12.

13.
.;-

4Er.g. dis ranch, absinth, ass s

14. I a b

E. g. iv*

15. 1

.

14. icicles

Final clusters *-C C
3

C,2-1

C2

1

p n

p s

b 1

t 1

t

d 1

cl)

d s

k 1

k a

6 1

d n

t, /d s s ti 0 liasplesr
. ,..-

4. 4. - - diapled,scruples

4. 4. - - haipened,happens

- - - - eclipsed

doubled,arblos-

- - setiled,cattles

- - heartened,heartens

- - eddloed,bundles

hardenedOardens

amidst

hackled,knuckles'

hserkened,hearkenes

context,ontexts

giggled,bungles

+ - - dungeons

ti

oNt



b,k,f,g,h,a,p,s, S 1 I

p,b,t,d,k,g,f,,1 ,h,a r-1

- 12o -

C3 C2 tdists 0 Itsamples

f 1 4. - - aufflvdosuffle
f + - - dsatened,dsafen

+ 4. - livtned,heaens
a - - rhythms

n 1 4. + bristled,castles
8 A - 4. - listened,fastens
A p 4. + - enclapedotnclaspe
z 1 - _. ,.. -

--- - - dassled,puszles
z a - 4. + - disened,prisons

A - - prisms
,- _ + - options

ese, - - - iambs
a p + - atteapt,decamp,exempta

- galumphed,galuaphs
- ...- against

n d thousandth
- - - - helminths

n tj - - - - vintrftchod
n d3 - - revenged

9 - 4. - adjunct,larynx,adjuncts
1 f + - + - engulfed,engulfs
1 - - - involedvole
1 d, + - 'Indulged

Romanian consonantal clusters

Cig2

1.

2.

1114Iblindat, clips, fluiu, gloanVe, hlisi, plan., slava,
gloompit, "

.g. prod's, Wove, dreg', trim., ariaI, grig,
reme, repnili Men*, aroma



3.

4.

-121

[ Pdtages, I p n I

E.g. pneul, cneesul, gnomic, snow'', 4nitel, jnepen1

E.g. smulge, mmeul, imecher

k, s, 1 , v5.

E.g. cvarti?$ 44mni, eveiter

6.

'7.

8.

E.g. ctitor, stof
\*
, 4t1em

s p,k,f,6

E.g. spate, scads

3 p,k,f

manta,' agent

E.g. 4palturi, 4c all, 4fichil

z bg9.

gborul, sgarri

lo.! 3 4. dg 1

E.g.

B.g. jderul, jgb/bur1

11. t04+ s 1

B.g peihic

012223

C11 C2 C3 r 1

4.

4. 4.

Ca a 13 hit '7't

122
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I1,r,a b I

r,a f I

-122-

f

s d

s g +

B.g. sprinton, splendid, scrili, *claw', atriatd, gtrengar,

aired'', sdrevin, agriptor, sglobiu

Final clusters -C C

1. I p,k.,i16,5 ,l,r,n t 1

1.g. corupt, conflict,

contort, cuvint

aolift, belest. unti, smelt,

4- 2. 6,S ,l,r,n k

3.

1.1. Isparta, arose, Incalo, binge°, Dare

p,k,l,r,n 6 1

4.

1.g. fent:, colaps, impale, silvers, lass.

I8,1,r,n d

ssaregd,

1,r,n + o

I6,1,r a I

g,r,a

1
r,a. + g 1

13. I\1,r

'46

iabold, bebord, fllaind

2.g. rosalb, adverb, partial

2.g. Laoaloi, inoareir aliael'

rt2.g. lirismoohala( .),Jaadara

2.g. malign, stern, soesa

2.g, deeoul$, divort, aim%

2.g. diaealp, ristiap

2.g. asters, dittos(

2.g. marl, triumf

IOC solivd, reiory
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VI.

15.

16.

r,a j
a 1 01

r h

nail 119&

11/
,...._- 123

11.g. rocorti, ejomii

L. darenjeletang

11.g. 'marl

C3 C2 Cl t
a k

k a

r k

r.

1n

fir

4

L. adjunct, context, infarct, ornaurit, bilingv

I

(I

'
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OBSERVATIONS ON THI EIALIZATION OF!EHYTHM

BY ROMANIAN SI:MAIMS OF MUSE

by Mariana Pops and

Hortensia Pt

h we any about a person that he speaks foreign language
wit '"a slight accent", says N.lingdon,1 the phrase does not ac-
tually refer to the wrong pronunciation of the sounds of that le -

guage, but to isperfect use of stress, intonation, and, we would
say, sentence Myths.

,The differeace between Inglish sentence rhythm and that she-

ricteristic of Rmanian or ,other Rosanne languages

tinned elsewhere; 2
laglish es/A(3ys s stress-tilled

pendiag on tip amber of 'trollies, skill) Romaian

employ a syllable-tined rhytha,5 depending an the

has been nm-

rhythm, 5. de-

m& Spanish*
suaber of syl-

iablee. In Romaine and Smash there ere ne perceptible differ-
gginces bete's' the length,0 the sreed and the unstressed syl7
'stiles, while ia, lbgliablhese di: runes are very important.
Thus in Raglish the attereses of rhythmie group requires sheet
the same tins, irrospeotive of the number of syllables it ear-

rhythmic group is &eternised by the total amber" of syllables
that foam the rhythmic snit. In Romanian a rhythmic mit mmhai0-
lag s groat amber regal:so a logger period af ties

tote's the a

them rhythmic unit me up of small number of ayllablANThere-
fore the time amasser, for the prommciatiom Of as 11010 sem,
tine* is determined by the limber of stressed syllables; the time
required for Usi'prcsamoistics of a Romanian sentence is 446i-
rained by the total number of syllabi'', both stressed and un-

,
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was writing, he was writiim it, with an increasingtombefik of syl-
lables - frog one to five - are each pronounced in approxisatelj
the sane interval of time as each contains only one stressed syl-
lable.

6
In Romanian, different periods of tine are required for

the pronunciation of rhythmic units containing an identical somber
of increasing syllables as the lagliab examples: scriu, sorilad,
scriind -0, el ocrisese, el o aorisoe.

In order to analyse the way in which the rhythm of the Rat-
lish sentence is realised by Romanian speakers the follssimg me-
thod was used: three subjects, lurked T,D,B, first year students
in Inglish, having Romaaian as their native language, were asked
to read en English text ride up of three sentences. loch subject
read the text three times. The test was maknown at the first reed-
ing: for the second reading it was thorosghly explained to tiles:

the third reading was made after lie:tents' to a aodel reeding by a
native speaker of Rftglisht La our paper obese at:tees:sive readings
ere labelled 1,2,3. The texts were tape rcorded without the sub-
jects knowing that en experiment was beink cad,.

we have wade an auditory analysis of the texts thus obtained,
as well as of the model (11): we exaainel the following phonetic
features:

1. the use of pauses (the division into sense groups).

2. the accentuation of words (stressed and unstressed syllsbles),
and the relative pitch of the stressed.Syllablea.

3. the relative le of the stressed and unstressed syllables.
We have used the itish phonetic notation.7 We have rendered
the relative 1 h of the syllables by lines of various
length : very sho 01/, short, - /, gedium, / --/, long,
/ - - -/. After having established the sae groups on the bests-
of pauses used, we divided them into rhythmic units. We con-
sidered rhythmic unit to be formed of a stressed syllable
and a Variable nuaber of unstressed syllsbles which say pre-
cede and follow it.. Unstressed syllables were distributed to
preceding or following stressed syllables by employing J.D.
CoConnor's rules :9

1. All the unstressed syllables attbe beginning of s sense
group go with the first stressed syllable.



2. If an unstressed syllable belongs to the same word as the
stressed syllable, they are grouped in the same rhythmic unit.

5. If tne unstressed syllables are closely linked grammatic-
ally (s ts,7tically) to the stressed word, they are included in

the sa e rhythmic unit.

4. if there are doubts as to which rhythmic unit an unatres-
sei syllable tplongs, it is advisable that it should be grouped
after he stress rather then before it.

Th s method of syllable grouping into rhythmic units and
sen egrJups does nwt differ significantlx froa the ethOd men-,

tioned by L.Sfiries in"Consideratii cu privire it ri.twul prozei
romineati".

lo
.

Tn number of syllables in,a rhythmic unit ranges batween
one and eight in Romsaian 1. 1

in English it can be greatel than
eight,

.

*et hsvi cede a comparative analysis 'ol the iexts real by the
1

subztdts and toe model, taking into account the phonetic features
--..

(paules, stresses, sylls1.1m,4en th) dealt with during our auditory
4tameljiais, as sell as the number f rhythmic 'units. their typeione11

the iime required for the utterance of each sentence.Thie analysis
1

t
yielded the following results;

Pauoes

The sentence division into sepile groups

relatively correct in the short asalen

bled. Numerous mistakes which effM4 hytha

ticulatly in the longar clauses O0entances

successive determinants occur; the oubjects

pause before each deterninant, 4
B.g. T2 weel / 1.12.14 / 'wait sgo.2ttu. 64paite

/send/ s^21,E Alt /144ALls %I:1111S for ilit,b!!t 414

o 21.4 1-Li !Alt fiL Oita!

t
The wrongly introduced pauses sre,of course greeter in number at
the first reading of the unknolen_text than at the second reading,
when the text is well known. fftolioloor they do not disappear com-
pletely. Let us compare DI and D2 I

marked by pauses is

seven-eight sylla-

n be noticed par-

Lt which several

tend to insert a

1 '4
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Di
A

ju ,kan 'put 'bin an / ,foir/ jurae um

a (mein 'rooud/

D., 'au icon 'put 'him an ita lied bi ,foe .ju got /ci Sanein `rood/
10..4 ilwAS 101

,an / to

It is interesting to notice that two of the subjects made
sore mistakes during their third reading than during the second.

The following tible shows the total number of pauses wrongly
inserted by the three subjecter:

k D

11 11 3

5 3' 2

3 7 -
Sc have not considered a mistake the insertion f a pause, wherethis is permissible

- e.g. deliaiting a sense roue - even if it
does not occur in the model reading.

Eros the exsaples given, we notice that the pauses mistakenly
used by the subjects do not mart sense groups; nevertheless we Gan
assert that they do not result from the Lai ation of Romania
model. In the first' reading, the sajority f thee* pauses are a
consequence of the lack of familiarity wit the text. Their pre-sence is the second, and especially the third reeding, is du* to
the Sect that the subjects concentrated on other phonetic features

pronunciation of the sounds, the rendering of the intonat-e lose as pdssible to that used by the model).

13 eases

The distribution of the sentence stresses is very deficient;
the subjects stress almost all the function-words, usually un-
stressed in kiglish. The most serious eistske semis to be the fro.
quint. stressing of the definite article Ilat by subject T.

T3 all.,ikatn ,put Ian ,34lisd

The words h m, can, ae, was and the there is construction are in-
1'

variably streuseti -by all the subjects during all the reedingseeven
after listening to the sodel:
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T 'n:sk 'him 'if" 6,1,2 leni nJu:z for t buk3 g- %J I .4/ni tu 'Let f a mi:

L aenct 'n-sk him /if 2 Ea ani_njuds /aligaet buk
5 _ v ,_, i ... 0. 14 114 1 0.1

nx , 3 l to 'get ,for,mi:._, . ._ bay 1...me 0.111

93 and 'A 4t him if E ri eni nju: z a v
I

aet buk hi waz
1...-6 I 114.1 2..4 1 I4

t Li
. get fai mi:.... 1.4 ...4

The three subjects do not hear the
in the model reading. The following
without good reason: the, on, 222.,
he' s. This wrong stressing cannot
analysis of English and Romanian
article, the p

2stressed in the sentence.

ack of stress of these words
monosyllables occur stressed
0. 2i, g, and. for, MI 17_.
explained by a contrastive

s neither in Romanian are the
eposition and certain pronouns

.*

Sometimes, the subjects give some of the above words very ..w.

emphatic stress, not required by the sentence: D3 "on, T2 ,,was,..
D2 me, B2 his. .''

..-*/
3 .. ...... on...0 .....41 ..4 1.4 114.4 .".

At other times, ,they combine stress with a rising or falling
pitch, thus producing a nucleus : 1`1 ia: , ai:.'',T2`ais,D1`ait
B him.

f .4'''/
.

E. g. T, ju kaen 'put 'him 3: a,ii:d
.. lir1 Mal ss Y.. % 1141 ' II11

E.g. D ju'icaen 'put 'him "an 0"lisd

In correct English, the polysy
rule, the stressed syllabi

syllable; in our experts
as the pitch used for
T1 bff.a D1 1

abic function-words maintain, as
at the sane pitch as the preceding

they get an unwarranted prominence,

stressed syllable is very high:

1,2, 3Ieni,D1,2, 'NA or even 'eni,111,2, 'mi.

E.g, T1 xaen ipult h m`as ) n /.111.1fotr alget /AA

ymaln

ak. ok 'him ,ifilEvr'entriallugus/

consequence of this imperfect accentuatio is that the rhyth-
alc units modify their structure, and therefor their number is
greater for the Romanian dpeaker than for the glish speaker,

129
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Number of rhythmic units

We have seen that thepauses mistakenly used by the subjects

do not delimit sense groups. Therefore our remarks concerning the

number of rhythmic units are based on a comparison of the number
of rhythmic units within each sentence and sot within the sense

group.

In the first sentence, Y has two sense groups,the first con-

taining just one rbythma--ubit, the second containing three rhyth-
mic units. The second sentence is also made up of two, sense

groups, one containing two rhythmic unite, the other four. The
third sentence was uttered as one'sense group, with eleven rhyth-

sic unite.

Here is a comparative table of the number of rhythmic units

occurring in each sentence read by the subjects and by the model:

(9

Sentence 1

syllables)

T D B

Sentence

(1>

2

syllables)

T D B

(27

Sentence 3

syllables)

D B

4 6 11

1. 5 6 5 1. 12 9 8 1. 17+1 atonic 22 15
2. 4 5 5 2. 9 8 12 2. 12+2 atonics 19 20

4 5 3. lo 9 7 3. 16 17 17

We notice immediately thit while Lathe second and the third can-
t e the differences in the number of rhythmic units are strik-
in in the first sentence the number of rhythmic units is iden-

tioal or almost identical with that of the model reading. This
could be explained by the identity of the grammatical and phonetic
structure of the sentence in the two languages:

,/
Oh 'yes, he's ivery'good in the'street.

0 da, 'foarte 'bun pe

The. type of rhythmic units

For the whole text read by the subjects, the most friquent
rhythmic units are ones formed of ether s single stressed syl-
lable /-/: or of two syllables, /%,-/ (iamb), /-/ is more frequent

1 3 1
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than /v-/; The,aubjects begin their reading by stressing each En-
glish monosyllable and gradually shift to iambic rhythmic units.

E.g. T3 Wel/ k; you don't Find/ you mitlit to/ is Wriet's /

and ask his if there's any nelsApf tq't book/ he was

A9 get for !./1

Total of c

rhythmic units

Rhyebmic

unit /-/

Rhythmic

unit /LA-/

T
1 35

T
2 az

T
3

31

3D
I 37

D
2

32

5D
3

3o

B
1 28

B2 37

8
3

29

19

11

17

25

16

14

12

23

11

9-

9
9

6

lo

7

7

a

The frequency of the Mistake of res1iling rhythmic unite Earned

of one stressed syLJabie is hard to explain on the basis of a cow.

parison with,Roenian; on the one hand the rhythm of literary Ro-

manian rejects the succession of twontressed tyliables,13 and on

the other/hand the cost frequent type of rhythakc unit in Ronanian

is made up of two syllables, w,th agreat preponderance of, the
trochee.

14
The frequency of ihe occUrtence of the iaabic rhythmic

unit /0 -/ could be explained as resulting from the frequency of

occurrence of the trochaic rhythmic unit / -0/ in the Romanian

sentence. At first sight such a camel mica seats paradoxical. If,

however, we apply to our sentences th rule for rhythmic unit di-

vision considered by L.SfIrIca to be !best suited for Rosanien(0117

rhythmic unit begins with the first stressed syllable and carries

with it all the following unstressed syllables until the second

stressed syllable is reechsd),15 then we obtain trochaic Atilt

sic unite /-o/ for all our previnms'isnbic rhythmic units it'... .

the frequency of occurrence of the ythnicunit 1-1 remaining

unaltered. Consequently, the frequen y of Po -/ in the speech of

Romanians may be considered a clear ase of interference.

I'
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Lengti of syllables

In English, acoording to J.D.O'Connor, 16 all unstrssed ay'-
lables preceding the stress are said very quickly. The unstressed

i syllables after the 'trees are gi 'Van the same -Saount of tins as
. the stressed syllable. The stressed syllable and the following

unstressed syllabl(s) share the amount of ties which a single
stressed syllable would have. The stressed syllable' which are
not follswed.tv unstressed syllables are given full length. 111
these variations in the length of syllables deteimin the suosee-
sioh of-itytkmic bests (of stresses) at equal intervals tine.

Besides stressing very many function-words, the stablest. T,
D and B fail to reduce th.length of unstressed syllables preced-
ing a stressed one. The..week forms of words are used only seed -

dentally. 122 is invariably /3u/, never /35 /.The 400 holds true
for 2L, to and 224',.which art invariably pronosmaed /..,,/, /tn/,

'. )stsd/. ?Ore is is pronounced in different ways, but never /gesft----,
or /gars/.

1 Boma unstressed,syllables, notably ose which follow a strike-
sod ens within word, are corrstly r cod in length, but they
ctihire an insproprist prominence boos pi-the nee of the Bo-
amiss Basks /i/, /a/ and /o/ instead o /1/, /1"/ and /a/ or
/a s/. Even when unstressed and correctl reduced in length, the
syllables /rj /, in/ /, /b/ /, /fa s/ in the words nu, IA/ and
Irfors, as 'well as the words 12, 12, 21, and 121 acquire undui
prominence owing to the quality of the vow 1 sounds.

E. g. T bi fo ju get tit Vjraiin 4.2it

D1 his %It 42itip 1,/ .11144)
....,

.

the subject' Toed D give full length to the-stressd syllables
which re:not followed by unstressed.ones, but length is inoor-
rectly/ realised:

1. by diphthongiting a pure vowel

E. g. T sad, strisit
. .

the r It being rising diphthong's With thuprominenc at the
codd lament of the diphthongs

2. by us long lictasain vowel sounds instead of the abort ones;
.g. DI gasd .

132
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3, bj using rising diphthongs; e.g. Tivasindi
4. by cresting sone new triphthongt .

e.g. D3 resits, in which the second-element
/first:

5. by changing sonosyllabin,'.words into disfyll ic words:
e.g. DI istriat, D2 111:4d.

A lint of the nistkes side lenit Ing the streetsed syl-
lables not followed by unstressed on a given below.

T1 grind strift `meIn vmaIn ridts vnjutkz
T2 mu' tnd

T3 giti2.11;%;rsaits

D
1 Vies Ngu d stri: it lied knelt re....t's :;:nnuus

D2 'Jess aflail oga$ vrgata vn42.4

is closer than the

D3 vresits vak.,..:4 :,,,,

In the speech of subject-3 all -.syllables ire/ of eiproxinately the
sate, nedium.length . This subject toile/both to lengths' and
to reduce the length of wyllables. An attempt pt node by this sub-
ject to 1 en syllable immdistely ohs es monosyllabicthe monollable
words int disillabie words, in which the tw syllables are of
.equal 1 gth : iliad yratA.
The nistekes made by the subjects T and D in gi'ving fall length to
syllables and the incapacity of suPjeot 3 to perceive length va-
riations can be explained by compering the base ad target lsn-
&lags* : la Romanian there are no' perceptible variations of syl-
lable length.

Tine ftasir'd for uttering the ostonoto

The timing of the recorded sentences is represented in the
table below; the time is givp in seconds.-
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Sedtenne 1 (9 syllables

-',4

M Ti T2 N, Dl D2 D3 Dl n2 R
3stream's

I pause) 2 3 2
,

2 2 3

4

2 2 2

Sentence 2 (15 syllables

6 stresses

I pause)

ft)

2 3 3 5 4 i I

1

4 a

..

,

8.4tence 3?(27 syllables

11 stresses

- pause)

- ..

5 lo.

.

8

...

7. lo 8 7

./..

7 6 6

1 a
4 'comparison etween the tine taken for uttering the three sen-
tences by the subject, and the aod pertly confirms our previous
findings. At their first reading t takes Ti/and Di almost twice

/ the tine to utter the sicona the third sentence se compered
tp M. At their second rem thedelae required tis shorter, but

/
it-iM still longer than t of the model. The re ,iced tine of
T2 and D2 ass be accounted,for by sore judicious4 use of t e
pauses. In the first sentence the tint. of the subjeots is olo
to the tine of the model. Here igsji we have a confiscation o
our uditive analysis. We have elieedy chain that the number
phonetic mistake, made by the-eibjects in reading the first son
ten* 'as smaller than for t third and second sentences. This

i
ham been explained by the a larity of structure between the lb,- ,

"Ii
gliab'end the correspoi Romanian sentence. Theeinglish sen-
tencrontains only t e very short unstre ssed syllables' t!j,
la, at, which were, nerally, nor (tly uttered by the subjects

1 at their second reading. The tine required for the third reading
los shorter than that required for the second reading by the sub-
jects T and D. However both subjects required nor* tine than.the

/ sodel eveh et their third reading. The uditive analysis has shown.
that the eubjects are not able to perceive the unstressed sylla-
bles and 4oe reduction in length of the unstressed syllables in,,

the rodk1 reeding; ao et their third reeding the subjects con-
tinued to striae the syllables that werenot stressed by the nodal
reader and continued to give full..or medium length to the aajority
of unstressed syllables. But'on this third readine the subjects in-

*rit at

n4
*
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creaaed the tempo of speech. They seemed to realize that their
time was different from that of model and tried to reduce the
difference by accelerating the tempo of speech, without perceiv=
ing the other phonetic features

which contribute to tha realisat-
ion of English rhythm. Subject B behaved somewhat differently%
she did not lengthen any syllable, and reductions in length were
only-incidental with Her. All her aypables were sadism to abort
in length. Tending not to lengthen any syllable and to omit pauses
altogether, subject B obtained a shorter time at her first and se-
cohd reading than subjects T1,2 and D1,2; nevertheless the amount

...* 41c';, of time is still g ea er than that of the model.Preserving all the
peculiarities of he speech unchanged, subject B, too, increases
the tempo of her speech during,her third reading, thus obtaining

°ties equal or almost equal to'that of the model.
In addition, it suet be noticed that the jerky effect of the-'

. subjects T,D,B is partly due to the fact, that all three artioula-

t

ttory stages are press in the production of final plosives fol-
lowed by other ploaiv s at word boundaries.

E.g. before you get to the main road; news of Cask look: '
A second experiment was made, in which an English dialogue learnt
by heart by the same subjects was tape-recorded. three recordings
were made, the subjects changing the parts`pleyed in the dialogue.
The results obtained by applying the dame methods as in thefirst
experiment cloudy correspond to those of the first experiment.

CO4Cluitati;

'Several factors contribute to the mistaken realizal.tion of En-
glish rhythm by Romanian speakers of English. Some of them are thek
result of negative transfirs.froa

Romanian' -.syllable length,. the
high frequency of the iambic rhythmic unit /1/4,-/. 9therizIA pause,
distribution of stresses -are heard Co explain, as .6hakeve.1),en
insufficiently studied. We consider that the testing ors greater
number of subjects andi-the use of phonetic apparatus iq -ins -
lysis of the recordings would elucidate semi of the proilask rwia...-
ad by the present paper, and would perhaps confirm remarks
ifs this more general character.

)

11,

.
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